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Paul WiUiam Schulz, Jr,
Paul Van Etten, 18, and Richard 3
Arthur Stevens, 19, all of North
Mush
uskegon, each paid $20 Sae and
$5.50 coat in Municipal Court
Wednesday on chargee of drinkHilmer C. DickaiiBp
ing beer on a highway.
Montk’s AppKcatiaM
Ckf Maaaf ar Raports
Richard Rohrbach, 24, Grand
City Fathers AIm
Ex-Sckool Official,
Haven, who list his address aa
1954 Paviftf Profran
Include 11
Approve
Harbor Woods, Mich, charged
Takes Up New Jhrtfef
JmI Abtvt CoMpictad
Taiiathre Root
with furnishing beer to minora,
Of Other Eqnpaeat
paid $20 fine and $5.50 costa.
ZEELAND (Special) - Justice
Resurfacing
A
total of 79 applications
of
a
mile
and
The above were arrestedby Thrae new aniiaen and • new
of the Peace Isaac Vai Dyke this
three-quarters of street paving building permits calling for
officers of the sheriffs depart- three-wheel motorcycle for toe poweek closed the docket on his final
in Holland city at aa estimated expenditureof $306,353.60 were ment Tuesday night In Spring
case— No. 3,043 since taking office
Uct department were authorized
filed during June with Acting Lake township.
seven years and two months ago.
cost of $40,000 was approved by
Building Inspector Henry Looman
by atjr Council it jts regular
Justice Van Dyke, who is redr* ^
City Council at Ms regular meetand City Clerk Oarencs Gravenmeeting Wednesday night CouncU
ing, is succeededby Hilmer
ing Wednesday night. City •oed.
also okayed the purchaseof conDickman, who retired recently afManager H.C. McClintock was The breakdown includes 11 new
siderableother equipment for the
ter 27 years with the Zeeland Pub*
authorized to advertise for bids
houses and garages, $143,250;five
dty fonging from manhole covers
lie School system. Dickman, who
to be opened July 2L
new garages, $2,350; 21 residenfor the atreet departmentto add!-,
was elected at the recent spring
Hie list includes:remove exist- tial remodeling $8,025; 28 reroof
tional lights for night footbaU at
election, will hold court at 564 East
ing wearing surface and lay twoing, $9,543.60;four residential
RiverviewPark.
T inrnln
Lincoln
Ave.
inch surface on Central Ave. from
general repairs, $725; 1 industrial
The three police cars wiH be
Included in the final series of
Eighth to 18th Sts.; 12th 9t
loading dock, $900; one garage
purchased from Robert DeNooyer,
fines were disorderly charges
from Columbia to Central Aves.; moving, $65; one commercial
Inc., calling for three 1954! twoagainst Lloyd Groenewould,22, of
17th St. west from River Ave.
general repairs,$75; one remodel
door Chevrolet! equipped with
9255 Burlingame St., Byron Center;
approximately100 feet; Seventh
for industrial plant, $1,000; one
power glide at a net coat for the
Kenneth Klom parens, 19, of 1929
St. and Pine* Ave. intersection;
ALLEGAN (Special)
A three cart of $1,771.60.This inr .
house house moving and founds
Ormer St., Grand Rapids, and
The list continues: resurface
tion, $500; three commercial re- firm of Grand Rapids engineers velvet three trade-ins,two 1953
Marvin Wiers, 18, of 2120 92nd St.,
with 14-inch wearing surface on
modeling, $2,420; one permit for will start work this week on sur- model* and one older model. The
Byron Center.
11th St. from River to Pne Avea.;
Rest Haven Home (tentative),veys for Allegan’s proposed muni- three-wheeler will be purchased
Klom parens and Wiers paid
12th St. from River to Pine Aves.,
$125,000; one
from the McGovern Cycle Sales in
IfltH frnm Pitvmm 4-.
UllC remodel
reiDOUCI locker
lOCKCi
cipal parking lot, according to
$21.90 while Groenewould,whose
Grand Rapida at a net cost of
case involved liquor,paid $28.90.
“ Junior n**
City Manager P.H. Beauvais.
$1,000. All recommendationswere
ACCOUNTING MACHINE
Virtudto
State
St
Funds
will
come
Other fines include George Yon*
•xactlv how much he has left m his budget
The Rest Haven Home for the The city has entered Into an presented by City Manager H. C
ly all bookkedping functions of the auditor's
from the motor vehicle highway
ker, 27, route 1, Hamilton, passing
on a day-to-day basis. The machine will enable
Aged
was placed on fils at the agreement with the ,3. and G. McClintock. ^
fund.
at an intersection,$20.50; Ray
office switched from the manual method of
the auditor'sdepartment,headed by John Fanrequest of the committee, but no Daverman Company to provide
CouncU okayed low bid of $915City
Manager
McClintock
reBeekens,24, route 2, West Olive,
painstakingly writing in dozens of ledgers to a
plans were submitted and no feet all the necessarysurveys, plans .75 for flexibleaewer rod equipger (standing) to take oA more auditing faneported that the 1954 paving profailureto yield right of way, $17;
mechanical one on July 1, the start of the city's
tions without
oddi
lout adding
any mart help. Along with
gram in HoUand has been com- collected. The matter will be held and specificationsfor the project, ment aubmitted by the Trojan
Irwin Dale Boersma, 17, route 1,
in abeyance until such time as he said.
Tool Equipment Co. with coots to
fiscal
year.
The
new
machine,
operated
by
the new ntachnie, brand new checks for paypleted with the exception of FairZeeland, careless driving,$28.90.
final plans and figures are subPreliminarysurveys will cover be charged to the Motor Vehicle
Janet Fik, will be used to write payroll and
banks
Ave.
from
12th
to
16th
Sts.
Lawrence Glen Peck, 23, of 18985
ing city bills are now being mode. The checks
mitted.
the entire area from toe Griswold Highway fund.
This section awaits construction
Stout St., Detroit running stop
voucher checks, post receipts, list disbursements,
have a background of
>f falips
htlii and a windfntM
During
toe past week 14 appli- building to the rear of Allegan CouncU also okayed low bid of
of a drain by toe sounty road
sign and red light, $19; John Vanand budgetary accounting. The new method
and point out Tulip Time in May every year.
commissionas weU as a new cul- cations totaling $23,660 were State Bank along the river, but $1,200 for 40 heavy manhole rings '
den Bosch, Jr., 19, of 58 Washing- will enable each departmenthead to know
filed at City HaM. They follow: plans will be made in two sections. and covers from East Jordan Iron
(SantinJ
photo)
vert for the creek between 12th
ton Ave., running stop sign, $16;
.
H. P. Bartlett, 111 East 14th Two weeks ago council approved Works. The total wlH be charged
and 13th Sts.
Jason Mast, 33, of 2929 North State
St., cellingon porch, finish walls, dividing the project in two parts as follows: Wildwood sewer disMcClintock
presented
an
estiSt., Zeeland, improper passing at
and ordered an immediate start trict, $810; FairMU Dr. sewer
mate of the amount due West $100; M. Ruch, contractor.
excessive speed, $18; Robert
Allen Popp, 134 Fairbanks Ave on toe area closest to the busi- district,$60; FairbanksAve. sewer
.....
Shore ConstructionCo. on the
North, H, of 1043 Highland St.,
current paving program for a remodel kitchen, place asbestos ness district. Each section will district, $120; motor vehicle highLincoln Park, Mich., speeding 50
siding, $200; self contractor.
provide parking space for about way fund, $210.
total of $21,639.56. Estimatesdue
in 25 zone, $26.
Jennie Dykstra,233 West 12th 150 can.
Two other low bids were apElzinga
and
Volkers,
contractors
Joh
ohn Grassmid, 22, route 1, ZeeSt., replace,front porch, $1,250;
At Tuesday night’s meeting proved, one for 269 feet of fivefor Civic Center,totaled $31,629.13
land, improper passing in wrong
"Cars M, M and 12 Watch for a
council accepted bids on a truck inch reinforcedconcrete pipe from
bringing expendituresthere to self, contractor.
lane, $14; Ranald Bruce Stegehuis, Seven area farmers have signcar, just reported stolen, heading
Mrs. Minnie Purdue, 271 West for the street department and a Lamar Pipe and TUe Co. at a
date
of
$503,689.09.
21, of 1741 72nd St, Byron Center, ed up to try Aerial
aerial jseeding of west on OttawavBeach Rd.”
In other business,council filed 12th St, install toilet In attic, three-wheelmotorcycle for the oort per foot of $1716, for a total
speeding 40 in ^25 zone, $14; Sipke cover crop in com at a meeting
remodel kitchen, $500; self, con- police department. Huitt and Son cort of $4,461 A0 less 2 per cent,
FeloaioiB
the
oath Vf office from Charles
A
description
of
the
car
cracked
Grassman, 70, route 3, Hudsooville, sponsored by the West Ottawa
were low bidders on the truck and the other for Vitrifiedclay
E. Drew as member of Library tractor.
failureto yield right of way, $12; Soil Conservation District at out over poUcc radio warn as
Leonard Steketee, 364 Van with a net bid of $3,100 phis an •ewer pipe from T. Keppel’s Sons
Board
for
five-year
term
ending
Daniel Buist, 18, route 2, Zeeland Forest Grpve last week.
three cruisers headed toward OttaRaalte Ave., multiple dwelling, allowance of $844.59 on a trade- at cort of $4,496.42. leaa 2 pereent,
June 30, 1959.
careless driving,$14.
Brings
All agreed to try rye grass. It wa Beach Rd. The owner, Don Den
CouncU placed on file a letter house 46 by 30 feet garage, 20 in. McGovern Cycle Sales, Grand with cort charged to the conHelen Van Hey, 32, of 1843 Lin- looks similar to rye except that
Uyl, 132 East 20th St, minutes befrom
GenevieveKielton,182 West by 20 feet, frame construction, Rapids, was awarded the motor- st rue tion account
coln Ave, Zeeland, improperturn, K doesn’t get as tall and doesn’t
fore had phoned HoUand police GRAND HAYDN (Speck*)
CouncU also approved the pur13th
St, protesting rezoning of $11,000 and garage, $850; Five cycle contract for a net of $1,070.
$12; Nick Mulder, 83, route 3, Hud- head out It does make more root
Star Lumber Co., contractor.
Council heard a petition pro- chase of the Mathilda Vander
headquarterswith toe stolen ear WiMi Harmon, 41, Twin Lake, property adjoining hers, and
son viDe, numlng red light and growth than rye.
Marvin J. Lemmen, 257 West testing plans to constructcurb Woude estate at 47 Wert 12th St.
report.
petition signed by 10 property
driving without operatoiwUoense
Weather permitting, toe 127 As police began checking care who pleaded guilty June 30 to a owners objecting to rezoning the 30th St., one-story house and and pavement on Bond St., but •t a cort of $7,000, subject to clear
charge of feloniousdriving was
$10; Byron W. Price, 40, of 728 acres will be seeded by airplane
moving over Ottawa Beach Rd
south side of 13th St., west of basement 24 by 32 feet, frame decided to go ahead with present deed, etc. This property adjoins
Ottawa St, Grand Rapids, fcnnto* July 12. Farmers who have signsent eased at noon today to Oroutt
plans and hold • hearing for ob- the city parUng lot south of City
D«a
Dy*
tried to figure out ktm
Maple Ave. Copies wiU bs owt conatmotion,$7,000; self,
per loading of truck, $12.
ed up are urged to eraot "acme whoever kad the car got it start- Court to par $100 flne plus costs. to the planning commission.
tractor.
jectionson the project at ft.Utar Hall.
Corrie Dykwell, 74, 141 South sort of flag at each comer of the
John Van Zoeren, 70 West date. Petitions for curb, gutter Aim approved was an expended He never knee the keye k He was arranging to pay toe fine.
Also placed on rile* were two
St,.fanpropercontrolat inter- field to be seeded and to be preand paving on Knapp St. wsfo iture of $789.72 for additional
the ignition.
Harmon was the driver of a car petitions,one signed by 14 per- Ninth St, add bathroom and re> I ***“;• 4*S D<* Meeuwsen, 70. of sent to serve as gulde to show the
Ughting equipment for night footA minute later and Den Uyl was which went out of controllast Dec. s«»s opposing the vacatlng of the pah* front porch, $700; self son- also received.
325 West Main Ave, interfering pilot the proper interval.
trad
irtor.
City Manager Beauvais was baU garnet at Rivferview park.
on the phone again. This tone toe 31 at a filling station north of aUey between 18tfc and 19th Sts.
with traffic, $12; Thomas If. KenThose interested in watching caU was to a local service station
Christian High School remodel authorized to advertise for bids According to the Board of Public
Ferry* burg, hittingthe attendant, running from River to Pine Aves.,
nedy, 19, of Hamilton, improper may do so at any of the farms in
"Yes,” came toe answer to Den 26-yearola James Charles of NuM- and a petition signed by 11 pro- portions of building,$000; Jacob on a new storm sewer to serve Works, two additional poles with
passing, $10; Lois Van Slooten,25, the following order: Henry Ver
the Water St. area. He was also lights wiH be instaUed at the
Uyl, Ms car was on the grease ca, father of four smaU children. perty owners who previously had Postma, contractor.
route 3, Holland, speeding 45 m 30 Meer, comer Byh>n Rd. and 32nd;
Joe Karel, 265 West llto St., given authorityto obtain new south limits of the footballplayrack shortly after it had been Both lev were badfer crushed and requested vacating the aUey but
zone, $12; Willard Vander Bie, 18, Hiram Yntema, Forest Grove;
since then reconsidered and ask repair porch and cement waU, steel posts to support trafficsig- ing field for the football season.
picked up at Den Uyl’s earlier Charles has been undergo^
of 55 East 40th St, interfering with Jack Nyenhuis,Forest Grove;
that It remain open. Copies wiU $200; H. Atman and Sons, con nals and lights at Locust and The poles will be removed after
traffic, $10.
Nathan Van Bronkhorat,three- request The keys had been left series of operations costing about be sent to the planning oonunis- tractor*.
Trowbridge and Hubbard a
the foothaH season. Work of inin the car for the mechanics.
$25,000.
It
was
first
feared
that
James Teerman, 18, of 176 Baat quartem mile south of Forest
Gerald
Marsh,
186
West
10th Locust Sts.
rion.
Appearing
to
object
to
toe
stallingand removing the equipThe nnetag car report was can- both legs would have to be
31st St, HoHand, non stop for Grove; Hilbert Holleman, Byron
dosing were four property own- St, new garage, 16 by 20 feet,
ment will amount to $527 a year.
celled. Den Uyl had his car back tatsd.
light, wrong address on license, Rd. and 16th; Melven Klooster,
$400; H. Atman and Sons, conThe BPW submittedestimates on
today,
but
he
has
a
red
face
too.
fo pronouncing the ts ____ _ ers, B.J. Dalman, Peter Baar, tractor.
$10; Arnold Dreyer, 30, route 3, 20th Ave, one-half mile north of
John Pieper and Riemer Van TIL
installingtwo and three poles.
Judge
Raymond
L.
Smith
said
a
Hudson ville, no license plate on Adams, mid Bert Plaggmeyer,
Peter Zeidenrust, 70 West 19th School
Council approved 15 Ucenaes for
CouncU okayed the two-pole procivil
suit
wiU
undoubtedly
follow.
trailer, $6; E. R. Solomon,29, of 12th Ave. just north of Jackaon
St., reroof, $295; George Moot
gram for the present.If not satisRobert Mergener, 30, Grand restaurants,20 for soft drinks, 10
Gilbert St, Center Line, speeding St. in Georgetown township.
for sidewalks, two tor hotels,one Roofing Co., contractor.
factory,a third pole could be teiHaven,
pleaded
guiky
to
Circuit
, 55 in 45 zone, $8; Jacob Zuidewind, ' Seeding is done by Rusk Crop
for bus Xnes, two for theaters, Mrs. Mabel Bos, 334 Central Hits
stalled another year.
Court
to
a
charge
of
making
a
Spraying
Service
of
Valpanso,
84, of 26 Lincoln Ave, Zeeland,
two for Junk yards and one to Ave., reroof, 1165; Mooi Roofing
While in an apparent spending
false report to a radio broadcasting
nnproper control causing accident, Ind.
collect junk. A few of the Ucense Co., contractor.
mood, Council-Instructed the dty
station. His car was involved to an
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
await proper filing of bondsmen. Dwight G. Ferris, 57 West 12th
manager to prepare plans and esaccident at toe entrance to the
Calvm Weener, 17, of route J, Gcorfe W. Dew Din
St., reroof house, $250; Mooi The County Educationoffice has timates for paving the parking lot
The
dty
manager
presented
state
perk
on
June
28
and
later
completed checking the largest
Holland, excessive noise, $5; Clinreport on a petition to pave west Roofing Co., contractor.
at Civic Center.
Holland Hospital Director Fred struck a car owned by Clifford
ton Hop, 34, of 311 North Michigan At Home at Age 72
Keppd Coal Co., 63 East school census in the history of CouncilmanRaymond Hohverdn'
23rd
St.
from
Van
Raalte
Ave.
Taylor
inside
the
park.
Taylor
obSt, Zeeland, running stop sign, $7;
George W. Deur, 72. died at 7:30 Burd discussed the proposed hoswest 392 feet to the dead end of Eighth St., reroof store, $150, Ottawa county. There are 14,970 suggested a traffic signal at 19th
children between the ages Of 5
Donald J. Patton, 32, of 869 Beech- a.m. today at his home, 14 West pital addition before the Kiwanis tained the license number. Mer- the street. He said 48.6 percent Mooi Roofing Co., contractor.
SL and River Ave. in view of
and 20 years, Of this number 7,wood St, Grand Rapids, running 18th St. following a two-week ill- Club of HoUand at Kamp Kiwanis gener later reported to police his of assessiblefrontage Is covered
numerous accidents at the corner.
car had been stolen and the infor833 are boys and 7,137 girls. The
stop sign, $7; Robert Van Heuve- ness. For 15 years he was emby signatures to the petition. The
CHy Attorney James E. TdwnMonday night
mation was broadcast. PoUce relargest group are the five-year
lon, 25, of 156 Fairbanks Ave, Hol- ployed by Standard Grocer, Inc,
matter was again referred to the
eend reported that Circuit Court
covered
the
damaged
car
a
short
0I41,
and
the
smallest
group
are
His menage was ffluatrated by
land running stop sign, $7; Glenn after which he worked at Baker
dty manager for the necessary Rites Set for
has ordered the removal of the
the 19-year olds. The 1954 cenA. MitcheD, 20, of 551 Martha St, Furniturefor five years. He rescale model floor plan of the time afterwards on Ottawa St. report under charter.
two houses at 13th and River
Mergener
wUl
return for disposisus
group
was
an
increase
of
1,*
Grand Rapids, speeding 40 in 30 tired in November 1950. He was a existinghospitaland toe proposed
Among visitorsto CouncU was
within 60 days.
tion July 27.
018 over the 1953 census.
zone, $8.
Lee Deridder, presidentof the
charter member of Maple Avenue addition.
Edwin Hyde, 30, route 1, Grand
The pre-school census group Mayor Marry Harrington prePaying $1 parking fines were ChristianReformed Church, served
Junior Chamber of Commerce who
sided at the meeting which lasted
contains
7,245 children between
The
plan
for
toe
new
addition,
Haven,
appeared
in
Circuit
Court
Funeral services wM be heM
Mrs. Paul (Violet) Riemersma, in the consistory and also taught
said Junior Chamber is vitally inan hour and 25 minutes. Councilfor non-payment of alimony and
Saturday at 2 p.m. for Edward the ages of birth through 4 years. man Laverne Rudolph gave the interested in dvic affairs.
J?™- A™6 Por. John Raterink; Sunday School for a number of based on a survey of existinghosThis
group
has
3,784
boys
and
3,his case was adjourned until July
Kiemel, 70, who died Wednesday
pital facilities,current needs and
Cerald Pyle, Benjamin Boonstra years.
vocation. Coundimen John Beltmorning at his home, 1042 South 461 girls, a gain of 395 children.
and Richard Nies. Dr. R. R. Ny- He is survived by the wife, Jen- probable future needs, recom- 27 at which time he is required to
There are 1,364 children of five man and Bernice Bishop were abhave
paid
arrears
amounting
to
Shore
Dr.
Services
will
be
conkamp of South Maple Ave. paid a nie; two sons, Jerald of California mends additional facultiesfor 61
sent
$227.50. According to a divorce deducted at Maple Avenue Christ- years of age to enter school this
$2 parking fine.
and Howard of HoUand; six daughnew beds and rearrangement of cree granted his former wife last
ian Reformed Church by the Rev. fall. A child must be five years
ters, Mrs . Howard Funk of Grand
*
present facUitiesto meet state re- April, Hyde was required to nay
Vincent C. Ucatesi and the Rev. old on or before Dec. 1 in order Brother of Metti
Rapids and Mrs. WiUiam De Mots,
Mother of Local
quirements for hospitals of this $22.50 a week alimony,
Gareth S. Kok. Relatives are ask- that he may enroll in school in
Mrs. John Schaap, Mrs. Bert Hof- size.
ed to meet in the church base- September. Eleven additional Diet After Hit by Track
Dies in Alliance, Ohio
tneyer, Mr*. Clarence Buurma
Recommendations include movment at 1:45 p.m. Burial will be teachers will be added in the rural
Prof. Metta Ross of the Hope
and Mrs. Robert Sloothaak, aU of ing x-ray faciUties to the first
area to care for the increased
KALAMAZOO (Special) -Hoi at Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
Blendon Man Diet
CoUege faculty received word at
HoUand; 21 grandchildren;two floor, moving emergency faciUties
land’s Les Overway boomed into
The body is at Ver Lee Fun- enrollments.
brothers, Morris Deur of Grand
The census in the three cities, 5 p.m. Tuesday of the accidental
the semi-finals in the under. 15 eral Home where friends may
from the third floor surgery to At Veterans Facility
death of her only brother,
Rapids and Daniel Deur of Fre- the first floor, segregatedfrom
boys division of the state tennis meet the family this evening and Grand Haven, HoUand and ZeeCharles, 76, Wayland who died in
M™- Bonn Undeman of mont; two sisters, Mrs. Fred Bush
Vinson Dennis, 67, of Blendon tournament here this morning
land,
is
7,823
children
or
a
gain
Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. It is reHolland.Mrs. Mantho died this of Fremont and Mrs. Oscar Cam- surgery, establisha physical ther- township,died Tuesday morning
Crispe Hospital in PlainweU after
of
281
over
1953.
They
have
with a hard-fought 7-5, 6-4 victory quested that flowers be omitted
apy ward and centralizesuppUes.
morning in a hospital in Alliance berg of Grand Rapids.
at Michigan Veterans FacUity in over Scott Maentz of Grand Ra- and that instead,contributions be pre-school group of 3,455 with he was struck by a truck as he
where she had been a patient Funeral services wUl be held The Hamilton Associates recom- Grand Rapids, where he had been
walked home from a store in
pids.
sent to the Children's Retreat at 1,739 boys and 1,716 girls.
two weeks. She has been seriously Monday at 1:30, private,at Lange- mended plan meets with the apBradley.
staying for the last four and a . He was Holland*! only hope to Cutlerville.
proval of the doctors, hospital
ill about three months. Mrs. LinRoss was walking east on a
half years.
land Funeral Home and at 2 p.m.
bring the dty ita third straight Mr. Kiemel, a former Chicago Women of Moose Hold
deman has been in Alliance for at . Maple Avenue ChristianRe- staff and board of directors. The
county road when an approaching
Surviving art two brothers, S. under 15 championship as Rog buinessman,had lived in Holland
proposed addition would aUow for
the past month.
truck driven by Harold Sinke of
formed Church. The Rev. Gareth efficient eventual expansion to Clifton Dennis of CoopersvUle and Plagenhoefwas bumped by No. 2 about 22 years. He started the Officers Chapter Night
Surviving besides Mrs. LindeMoline cut in to avoid hitting him.
Hugh Dennis of Bauer.
officiate. Burial wiU be
•ceded
Raymond
SinkowsW
of
Holland Honeycake Co. here and
man are the husband; two sons at Pilgrim Home Cemetery, include 175 more beds and faculFuneral serviceswiU be held at
Women of the Moose held a reg- As the truck veered toward cenlater sold it. He has been retired
Henry of Minerva, O, and Robert nends may caU at the funeral ties expected in this area by 1975. 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Vander Harptramck,6-3, 7-5.
ter, the truck rack strode an
But Overway was a heavy un- for about 15 years. Mr. Kiemel had ular meeting Wednesday evening
Burd said, federal funds are
of New York City, and two grandLaan Funeral Horae, Hudson vUle. derdog in his match with No. 1 been HI since shortly after his at Moose home. Mrs. Marie Botsis, eastbound car driven by Alan
home
Saturday
and
Sunday
from
available under the HUl-Burton
children. '
Sprague, 34, of Shelbyviile,
7 to 9 p.m. and Sunday afternoon Act, under which Holland recieved Burial wiU be at Olive Cemetery. seeded Gerald Dubie of Ham- return from Florida in March. newly-installedsenior regent pre» Donn Lindeman plans to leave from
throwing Sinke’s truck out of con3 to 5.
sided at the session,attendedby
tramck
which
is
scheduled
for
4
A
former
member
of
Maple
$95,000 in the 1949-1950 additions.
trol
"2* Friday morning to
this afternoon. Overway and Pla- Avenue Church, Mr. Kiemel was 24 members.
He quoted from a July 1 communijoin his wife in Alliance.Funeral
After the impact, Sinke's truck
genhoef were slated for a double
member of the new Park OfficersChapter Night program swerved back and hit Ross,
cation from the Office of Hospital Mrs. Mina Sleeker Diet
arrangementshave not been com- Bike Rider Injured
was
a
highlight
of
the
evening
Christian
Reformed
Church,
match with BD1 Maharry and
pleted.
carryinghim several feet up an
Bernard Stygstra, 33, df 334 Survey and Construction at Lan- After Lufcn&f Iflneie
which he was instrumental in and featured a duet by Bette Mill- embankment before stopping, acMark Wayne of Dearborn at L
and Mrs. Mantho have viattSt, was treated for a cut sing, “I want to assure you that
was a charter er, pianist, and GaU Moon, violin- cording to sheriff’s deputies.
Twenty-seven tennis players organizing.
«d HoUand on two occaafom.
Mrs. Mina Meeker, 80, of 36
» local physicanWednes- your preliminary appUcation for
from
Holland
are participatingin member of the Park Church ist Mrs. Botsis reported on the
grant
of
funds
of
43
per
cent
of
Ross retired from business sevday evening after his motorcycle
17th Bt, died Wednesday
Moose state conventionheld in
eral years ago' and resided near
and a car driven by Henrietta the current estimate of the costs ight at Holland Hospital follow- tip state tourney at the Stowe Men’s Society.
Lansing.
Sue Yeomans
Surviving
are
the
wife,
Ella
Tennis Stadium with The SenWayland. He ia survived by his
iUness.
Bonnette, 38, of 200 West 12th on construction should be approvIt was announced that the Red
paying all expenses. Start- Jane; a son, James and a daughwife and three sons.
St, ooUided near 24th St. and ed by this agency shortly after
,
three daughters, tinel
Honored on Birthday
ter, Mrs. Isla Kole, both of Hol- Cross canteen is in need of more
Pine Ave, Damage to the motor- August 3, '1954. Final approval of Mrs. Lambert Gebben, Mrs. Wal- ing late this morning were matchhelp
and
any
co-worker
interested
o/hnn^.1
Yeomans sweet
this grant depends of course bn ter PoU and Mrs. Dick Vander es in the under 13 boys and girls land; five grandchildren,and
Of honor at a party Tuesday night cycle wu estimated at $100 and
three brothers, Peter, Steve and in joining the new class is asked X-Ray Unit in Operation
the succcess you have in vising Wilk, aU of HoUand; three sons,
to
Mrs.
Bonne
tte’s
'53
model
car
on her first birthday anniversary.
to caU Mrs. Thelma Veldheer Michigan Health Department’s
Rendert Kiemel of Chicago.
your share of the oort ‘ ''
at
$50, poUce said.
William
and
John
Timmer
of
HolThe event was given by her parchairman. Canteen workers for mobile chest X-ray unit began
struction locally,signed,
land and Ray Bleeker of Grand ExaminationSet
entsjto. and Mrs. Jack Yeomans,
June were • Mesdames Marion operations in Holland this noon,
DeUurier, Director."
Rapids; 17 grandchUdren; 28 great
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Posted Receipts Rise
* *?“\hyme’348 Columbia Ave. 98 Weekend Arrests
Strong, Edna Slag and Edith Web- with 17 persons taking advantage
The $500,000 Bond
fet*
grandchildrenand one brother, Russell Burghorn, 42, who was
ZEELAND (Special) - .Postal bert.
Refreshments were served by
of the service 1
GRAND HAVEN (Special1)
voted on at Aug. 3 primary elec- Edward Schutt of Holland.
brought to Grand Haven from the receipts at Zeeland Post Office ’ Prize winners for the evening after its opemi
In summing, up work of a busy tion represents HoUand city’s
Funeral
services
will
bt
held
Michigan Veterans Facility in continued to rise as residents con- were Mesdames Clara Esaebagger. operate until 8 pm today,
* d'“"tad
holiday weekend, state poHcfcTUes
Attending the event were day -reported 98 arrests tor the share to toe addition which wiU Saturday at 2:30 pm from Ver Grand Rapids, demanded exam- tributed$60,036.03 to the coffers Joan De Weerd, Edna Slag, Marcost an estimated $1,100,000.The Let Funeral Home with toe Rev. ination when arraigned Tuesday since April 1. PostmasterWilliam
jorie Boersema,Lila Wheaton and 9 pm MondajTat toe ”
three-day weekend involving
la to be raised through A. Rynbrandt officiating.Burial
in MunicipalCourt on Karsten said this, oombined with Jean Kuhlman.
accidents and warnings for
will be in North Holland
a charge of noiMupport He was a first
*
.
persons. There were no
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Fans Heartened
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Personals

Month

Mr. and Mrs. John Voss of Holland, Mrs. Btoersma and Mrs.
Tempel of Grand Rapids left today to attend the Bible conference of the Christian Reformed

Was Warm, Wet,

Church

Includes

Br lifting

Guzman

in Indiana. They expect
to return the latter part of next

Ftas

of

Statistics

June

Reveal

William J. Bradford, 1741
South Shore Dr., and his mother,
Mrs. Marion J* Bradford of Chicago, returned to Holland from
Chicago Thursday. Mrs. Bradford will spend the summer with
another son aim his family, Mr
and Mrs. Charles Bradford at the

June was a warm, wet month,
according to statistics compiled
Chix football fans who watched
GRAND RAPIDS, Midt
by Charles A. Steketee, offical
lights at Zeeland Athletic Field
A new trouble turned up Friday
weather observer who keep* refail at crucial moments to recent
for Guatemala’s deposed strongcords at Hope College. : _
years, will be heartened by
Average tempearture for the
man president, Jacobo Arbenz
changes announced today by. Supmonth was 70J> degrees or 6.1.
Guzman.
erintendantof Schools Julius F.
degrees above norma. Rainfall
Schlpper.
He was named in a one million
Bradford cottage, Macatawa measured 6.73 inches or 3.87
Schipper
said
the
city
has
dollar damage suit by a woman
0 Inches above normal - for June.
agreed to install a new electrical
chemist and physicist who said
Nell Zuidema of rout 2, Tne record rainfallfor a single
service entrance at the field. The and Willis Boss, newly appointed
the Guatemalan government and
period occurred Sunday
new service will have greater 4-H Club Agent for Ottawa 24-hour
a company in which he was
June, 20, when 3.55 inches fell.
capacity and put a halt to the County, returned Thursday night
principal stockholder teamed up
Maximum tempertureswas 93
blown fuses so frequent recently. from East Lansing where they
to do her out of a chemical
degrees, compared with 101 to
Contract price Is $376.13.
process she developed while workattended 4-H Club Week at , 1953, 94 in 1952, 88 in 1951 and
Lightingwas also in the news Michigan State College. Zuidema ^ ln 1950 Minimum was39, coraing in Guatemala.
over at the Senior High Schoo was among 4-H Club leaders and pared with 45 ^
Dr. Maria Moritz, who is a
46 ^ 1952,
building as workmen started in- members who were honored Tues- 4Q ^ 1951 and 4*
partner in a Vicksburg,Mich.,
1950.
stallationof fluorescent lights to day evening at a candlelighting Average maximum was 815, coinchemical company brought the
rooms, halls and offices.
ceremony when they were toitiat- 1 pared wlth 33 in 1953t as m
suit against two Holland, Mich.,
The new lighting system was ed Into the SUt? 4-H Service 1952, 76.9 in 1951 and 76.6 to
firms and tfa> Guatemalan combadly needed, as any visitor who
panies. Guzman is principalstock. v <L 1950. Average minimum was 59.1,
has strolledthrough the halls will
holder In one company.
Pfc. Robert A. LinxwilefrIs compared with 58.7 In 1953, 60.1
verify. Work is being done by spending a furlough with his fam- in 1952, 54.4 in 1951 and 55.8 in
She charged she developed a
process for extracting carotinoiArnold Van Duren on a $6,639.32 ily, Mr. and Mrs. Robert King, in 1950. Average temperature
dal products on a large scale
contract
route 1, West Olive, after com- was 70.5, compared with 70.9,
Schipper also announceda num- pleting a eww of recruit trainfrom a tropical plant while work1953 708 ln m2t 65.7 in 1951
ber of Other projects for the sum- with the U.S. Marine Corps at
ing as a scientific consultant for
and 66.2 in 1950.
mer. The Indurs trial Piping Ser- Parris Island, S.C.
an oil company in Guatemala.
was
Rainfall-measured 6.75 Indies,
She said she went to New York
vice of Holland has Wen awarded awarded a certificateas out- compared with 4.81 in 1953, 2.61
in November, 1953, and got an
a $1,750 contract for installation standingmember of his platoon. in 1952, 7.61 in 1951 and 357. in
order for 5458,000 for the product
of a vacuum heating pump. Ac- He also was one of a small group 1950. Rain fell on 13 days, comfnwn Charles Bowman of the
cording to officialsthe old one selectedfor assignment to the Na- pared with nine days in 1951 and
Chides Bowman Co. of Holland.
val Air TechnicalTraining Cen- days in 1952, 11 days in 1951 and
was in bad shape.
She said she then went back
Outside of the Senior High ter, Jacksonville, Fla., where he 10 days in 1950.
to Guatemala and helped the
building is also Wing spruced up will report July 14. Prior to enterLargest amount of rainfallto.
as sand-blasting crews complete ing service he was employed at a 24-hour period was 3.55 indies,
government set up equipment to
extract the chemical When she
three sides of the building and the Chris-Craft Corp. \
compared with 2.78 inches in 1953,
sat down to negotiate with the
boiler room. The south side
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Koop and 59 inch in 1952, 321 inchpe to
Guatemalan companies for sale of
done a couple years ago. Contract Mr. and Mrs. John Volkers of 1951 and .97 inch in 195a
price is
Holland left this morning to spend
the process, she said trouble devOver at Lincoln Elementary five days in northern Michigan,
eloped.
school cramped library facilities They plan to go to Copper HarMiss Moritz said she was told
have been relieved by doubling bor, the northernmostpoint in the
by government officials that since
Ottawa
Beach
Kd.
Upper
right shows Shirley Meiste (right) fixing
Court
SCENES LIKE THIS ore popular every akt summer
room area. A partition between Upper Peninsula, and will spend
she Wasn’t a Communist and
Sandy
Dressel'e
hair
after
a
dip
in the lake. Lower picture shows
Holland State Pork, but particularlyso on 0 long lazy holiday
rooms was knocked out but even Sunday at Houghton,
wouldn’t cooperate with the Guaactivity in the camp site taken over by the families of Don
weekend. Superimposed against 0 background of ordinary busy
the new area is considered insuf- Fred Burd, HoUand Hospital
temalan regime the process would
Oosterbaan,276 Washington Ave., Dennis Ende, 240 West 21st
Allegan
director,will speak at the Kiwanbe taken without payment She
beach activity ore three characteristicscenes. Upper left shows
St., and Leon Ende, 64 West 27th
(Sentinel photos)
Rooms on both the first and U dub meeting Tuesday at 6:30
tried to leave the country, but
Fred Buersmo and his wife and four-year-oldCathy Sue of 1495
second floor of Junior High School P-m. at Kamp
I ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan
said she was told she would first
are being enlarged by removal of , Red Cross Gray Ladies who vis- county voters will have three extra
have to write down the entire
—
•
......
—
process and formula. She said she
partitions.Stephenson Contrac- itod Fort Custer, Battle Creek, ballots at the November election
turned both over to the Guatemala
tors of Zeeland has the $1,725 Monday were the Mesdames Cam- as the result of Board of Superfirms on Dec. 18, after which she
eron Cranmer, James Crowle, J. visors action in the closing hour
was permitted to return to the
Supt Schipper said work this Doomewerd, Peter Dryer, John 0f the June session Friday,
for
MMM— — ......
summer Is included In budgets for Galien, L Lubbers and Henry a resolutionto raise $750,000 for
United States.
The firms named In the suit
both 1954-55 and 1955-56 school
____ |a court house budding fund will be.
other train that was near us and
By Jack
iwon the under 15 crown and last years.
By Bin Butler
-Charles Atwood, Jr., USN, placed on a referendum ballot as
are the Bowman Oo. and the
spat 1 -2&day furlough with hU Lffl , proposalto ralae a J-mill
Bowman Feed Co., both of Hol- Enroute to Paris,* Saturday, they had aU of their gear with Notes Dicked up whiie watching year- Paul D>'kenla1 came home
family, Mr. and Urs. Charles Atto „ceed »152,000a year
land, and the Oompania Agricola June 26 via Swiss train and one them.' They looked as though noUand Setters sweep most of the kith the ^ti^. Both are playtog
they were going on some kind honors in last week’s -Southwest m the under 18 divisionat present.
lwoo* Wit* 4, and has returned I, or five years. The two proponls
Industrialand Essential Oil Asso- of the InternationalRailway's old
Michigan Closed Boys Tennis Tour- Moran wasn t too confident
to hji oase to California.While wiU rK)uire separate ballots
ciation,both of Guatemala. Guz- plush parlor cars, we traveled to of duty.
about Holland’s prospects to the
Many French farms are much
tore did attended the graduationonly taxpayera will be able to vote
man was listed as principal stock- Basel, Switzerland where we wyre
.
. under 13 competition. "Damson is
of Ms sister, Pat, endwae b«ton the totter.,
holder of the Agricolacompany. met by the immigrationand cus- larger and they are all fenced to
It would seem that the HoUand |prctty ateady» ^ gaidi Pan he’s
toms
officials
of
both
Switzerland
[with
barbed
wire,
I
suppose
a
Richard Maehtoto
Federal Judge Raymond W.
still running around backhand
County Agricultural Agent
great mount of barbed wire was
Starr issued a temporary injunc- and
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In traveling around the coun- boarded a plane for California. Uors decided not to Include plane
Mrs. George Risch and two [or a new
jail to the promany corn fields are
children are in Holland visiting1
, _ , _
posal.
showing
yellow
especially
in
the
her father, Charles Buursma, 133
of the discovery. He set July 13 The temperaturewas around 85
The IWerendum of abolishingths
HoUand lower lyin, areas. This yellowing East 20th St Mr. Bosch will Jo
the l
as the date for a hearing on but with the gentle breezes off the I pole productionalong the way.
office of coroner in the county will
High, Hope College and Hillsdale indicates lack of nitrogen due, to his family this weekend. Th .put voters in a unique position of
making the injunction permanent
Miss Moritz charged the Holb^ttoy
^s accepted alaxcetolve waten Unless this com Bosch family, former
voting for officers who may never
residents, now live in IndianaStart
But
we
must
go
land firms have purchased one to
serve. Candidatesfor coroner’s
to rtart. But we must go on. !*«***. FJm
toaZg and machtog ptoftion
up
I feel aa eariy*.
polis and know many police offimilion dollars worth of the proPiere has told us that he will
jobs will be listed on the Novem"Sto Ltertmta^ildM Greenville High School. Appledom.Uatto" * nitrogen would beneducts resultingfrom the discovery. leave our party that has now they came to with large stiver
|ber ballot along with a resolution )
auxiliary police force. They
reached 11 We will lose two
had aveal up after a heavy gchedu]e of first * graduate of Hillsdaleand eon cf ^t K. Nitrogen should bt,applied the
........
to abolish their, ftbl in favor of
because Mrs. Garda and her niece |ma*t aH carved
and second-roundmatches forced Mp nn^ Mr*. William Aroledorn at the rate of 40 pounds of Nitro- are familiar with several of the elected medical examiners.
to the acre. Which means officers wounded in Thursday’s
gun battle with 'a deranged man.
ular meal schedules. With eingtealtory and coech JV football,has- layout 120 pounds of 33 per cent
Mr. and Mrs. ‘Andrew A. Voland doubles competition running kctball
either baseball or ammonium
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
link of Central Park left this
UveiT before returning to
simultaneously, many natters *--1,
of Alemeda, Calif., visited at the
such as cherries or apples
morning to
inplayed as many as three
turning tor a|of corn on fields which have no imoming
m attend
auena aa four-day
lour-uay^home of their brother and sister, They then will go home to PuerIt was rather hot be- in a single
I “Conra* Vnuprinir Dnv” in Hoi manure or green matter plowed surance convention at the GreenMr. and Mrs. Henry Boennan, to Rico.
Ttoraulax who
East Central Ave^ Monday and
Slated July
eled with our GI’s tar five
^'bx»-Cola. We have |mg naDlls °L a Iew"urfiy p!aye^’ “
Dutchmen
Mss Katherine Boonstra, during the war is a tanner hotd
a
for
Tak® Muskegon. 12- BopgtersQub. Monday, July 12, I saw another case of excellent Inn has arranged special enterHolland Chamber of Commerce
-- a
- manager from Rome although
u,ru --— w—
----*«
yeai> ^Truman
Keeter, for instance.I.
hM Kpp- «» .irsep -Zuverink
willl ---- ----------------.
.
teacher at Lake ~
Orion, was
members and friends are Invited
»
to
“brenk.
htrol
o^flies to Urn ustog _M._hi.
bobday
weekrecent visitor at the home of
bUrg’ We traveled on and started to head had an under 13 semi-finals hp-iT'C tenor^* tefore^ the 'game lathien The walls and ceilingsof lend guests at the inn. Un Satur- to attend the annual West MichiMrs. Peter De Free and of other
We
ptned
through
rovenl
jtork
match scheduledwith
Mctalen and
the stable were sprayed 24
” wUl gan “Salute” of the Grand Rapids
relatives and friends in Zeeland.
Chamber of Commerce at Spring
short
tunnels
and
they
made
us
Jack
Damson
at
2:30
Tuesday
SpringB
Monday
night
at
Wve^
*go
and
the
material
was
stffl^
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schaap
Lake Country Club Wednesday,
But tost didn'trtw
.Luncement i.|ing the files. Thst's the wsy DDt|£v.
of Dundee, Mich, were recent rou up the windows. Then when |th« way lntoP.ri.toaH^cootod
July 21.
we
reached tSe enTof the tmmel the Mr W. arrive to Parto
from
shoveling
in
such
delicacies
due
early
used
to
act
visitors at the home of Mr. and
LaVaux, 'Toet of the Accordion,”
The salute this year is to "the
opened them
rain still continued and we were as two hamburgs, a chocolate Muskegon Home Furnace didn’t
Mrs. Harry Derks.
Seaway.” Plans have been comWe noticed the usual amount directed to our bus by the Anv malted, a couple ob botUes of have a Superman on their baseball Be sure you make your reserva will present a concert.
Mrs. Robert Kershaw and chilEd Prins,
chief maintenance
maintenance pleted for a program of fun and
of industry as we traveled along erican Express and continued on root beer and a candy bar for 't'e~am wherTthey played the Dutch- tions for the Ottawa County Soil I tA
inns, cnier
% dren are visiting at the home of
men the other night but they came Conservation Air Tour. Dates are superintendent for Holland Public golfing. Cruiser rides on Spring
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jade with the flower, growing and our way to the tote! that la lo- lunch Tuesday
flower boxes at all the itattou. “ted on the Champa ElyseM. He was surprised - that every- 1 nre^
a "Sooerman." July 20 and 21. On July 20 the Schools, was reelected treasurer Lake in private owned cruisers,
Boons tra, East Central Ave.
We
passed
a
Ford
truck
atAlong
the way we were ,ble to one was surprised about his meal, Is That's MY Fourth of July fire- tour for Northern and Western of tb® Michigan Association of games and sports of aU kinds as
The Rev. and Mrs. MJ. Duven
aembly plant, acme large rayon ace some of the detartincnt etcirea lor something like that.
Ottawa County will leave from School Employes at a three-day well as much fraternizing with,
returned to their home in Orange
the Grand Haven Airpoort and on Iconferenweariier^thisweek at business men of Western Michigan
and
nylon
factories
and
a
large
the
reatanrants
both
ina.de
and
nothing,’’
he
protested.
"One
time
City, Iowa, Thursday after visitout— in other words the sidewalk last year, I had eight hamburgs
•July 21 the tour for Southern Ot- Michigan State College. He also are scheduled.
ing relatives and friends in ZeeHubert
WeDer
Awarded
Representativesof businesses
tawa will leave from the Grand was name^ t0 the board for a
The
train
conductor
entered
“to1
™*t
Paria
night
and
two
malts
at
noon
before
a
land and vicinity. They stayed
Haven
Airport and on July 21
,?e
confie1renJce:from aU sections of Westernat the home of Mr. and Mrs. P.T. the coach and we found that he We looked a Uttie dampened. We match.”
wanted to ace our green ticket. are hoptog for a nice day Sunday. At that, he did outweigh Damson Scholarship at UofM
tour for SouthernOttawa
was attended Michigan will attend.
It’s
the
same
ticket
that
we
reThe
report
when
we
arrived
^
____
Hubert
P.
Weller,
Junior
at
the
IwiU
leave
from
HoUand
Airport
by
1,100
school
maintenance A special rate for tickets has
Tuesday afternoon— by
small
Mr^ and Mrs. John Wanderrato,n8 day margjn 0f about 40 pounds. Dam- University of Michigan, Ann Drop BiU MiUer SoU Conservationwo^^ a^ b^s ,^7? * tlncT nn been received by the HoUand
man of Grand Rapids were visit- ceived when we left Zurich. We
Chamber. Call or visit the Cham,100 utej*
ors at the home of their uncle travel on a collectiveticket for w perhaps wt were lucky in one son tips the scales at 98, but he|Aluul|
Arbor, ha. bem.awardada
to t e
fo^aV™ ber office.ReservationsdeadUne
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Henry 15 people because it’s cheaper way to be travelmg, even though didn't let a little thing like that arship to the School of Liters
positionwith the American Stand- in the HoUand office is July 16.
than individual tickets. It also
a 12 hour trip,
bother. He promptly took care of ture, Science and Arts for the
Boerman, East Central Ave.
ard Co. in Elyria, Ohio. His wife
The following new officers were allows our party to have the use We understand that most of the Keeter by eliminating him, 7-5, coming year. He also was elected
IPeople get out of town Sunday so
Results from the winter barley
children will move there
chosen at the annual picnic of of the entire
a member of Delta Sigma Pi,
The smokers took over one end that we should be able to get
the Zeeland Lions Club held at
It was quite a match. When Spanish Honor Society, “La So- plots in Ottawa County show two 80m® time this summer. Wilson
and see some ofthesight* Keeter took a spill flat on his face dedad Hispanica.
varietiesleading the others. Wong has b®®n with the Holland FurLawrence St City Park on Mon- and the non-smokers the
many in this dty of while attempting a difficult return, Weller was graduated from Hol- and Hudson both stood up well I®** Co. for several years.
day evening: Henry Brinks, presi- end. We had rose colored, velvet
Kolso Lakewood,
dent; Dr. PJL Van Eenenaam, chairs and the smokers had blue, about 6 million people, but then I the spectators gave him a big land High School in 1952. Since land make excellentcombine
«ed not tell you this because a hand. But he was never in the ball June 17 he has been attending ties. Some of the deverted wheat lohio- 18 a ^est at Vie home of Set at Golf
first vice-president; Lorenzo with a door in
Meengs, second vice-president; We saw quite a number of large &reat number of people from our game during the second
I “Campus in the Woods.” Fairview acreage could go to barley. Barley Mr* ai?d
Underwood,
Dr. HJI. Munro, third vice-presi- chicken farms. Fruit trees were Part of the country have been to
"Truman used to be good,” re- Island, Ontario, Canada, where he makes exceUent feed for livestock
^ S^esU expected at
American Legion Country Club
France. If they have been to marked one of his teammates— j8 taking a four week’s Bible eQuivalent to corn in feeding the Underwood home on Saturday
dent; C. J. Yntema, secretary;
was
a popular place Monday aa
Dr. Gordon Deur, treasurer; We passed Zolfingen and no- France of course they have been "until he got fat. Look at him study course sponsored by the In- value. CertifiedWong seed will be JJ® MrJ; George Frye of Chicago,
golfers— 200 strong— set a new
Nelson Van Koevering, tail twister ticed a large pubUshtag plant
waddle around." When Keeter ter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. availablethis surfimer. Check your
Underwood
sister-in-law,
attendance at the course.
Time for breakfast so will mall finally peeled down to his tennis Weller, son of Mrs. Peter Well- |local elevator.Registered seed will |
Larry Van Haitsma, Willard Berg where they publish a great num^rrs- Fry® s daughter and fam
Competing for $50 in prizes
horst, Alvin Johnson and William ber of weekly publications.The this and send you more after we shorts out on the boiling court in Ur, 111 East 24th St., and the late be available for Wong, Hudson
Mr- and Mrs* Thaddeus Koawarded by the American Legion,
have
had
some
sleep
and
the
rain
and
Kenbar.
The
Michigan
Crop
zuchAnn
and
Jon,
of
Chicago.
Karsten, directors.
name is Ringel and Co. Then there
the second set, another teammate Mr. Weller, is a member of Tringolfers were paced by Lee Kleia,
Members of the Zeeland Bible were more lumber and polo yards, stops.
Improvement Association will ac*
- ity Reformed Church.
Charles Knooihuizen and Loo JaJdub and their leader, Harvey and of course we must not tarcept
a
limited
number
of
certified
"He always does that when he’s
Aged Ganges Resident
ving who copped top honors in the
Combs and Mrs. Combs left for get the many watch, clock tnd
losing."
growers in Ottawa County. Applipitching contest
the Jack and Jill Bible Camp jewelry factories as weU as the Chix Held to Two HHt,
cations for growing certified seed Succombs at Hospital
Keeter was losing once before Car Judged Total Lois
Winners in the blind bogey were
near Cedar Springs. There were Rolex camera factory.
in the tournament. In fact, be dM After Hitting Track
are available at the County
Loie to ADegtii, 8-0
GANGES (Special)- Mrs. Rena John Green, M. E. Brookstra,
26 Zeeland boys and girls who
Agent’s office Grand Haven.
lose. HoUand’s Ted Fik dropped
The Swiss people are great for
French Rhodes, 80, of Ganges, George Pelgrim, Harry McCUnhave been meeting*,eadi Friday precision building and modem
ZEELAND (Special)— The Zee- him, 6-3, 6-1, but Fik couldn’tstay A 1938 model car was demolishdied
unexpectedly Friday morning tock, A1 Bransdorfer,M. Rozeevening. Those who attendedbe- machinery.
Some ground work has been
land Chix lost their holiday en- around to play in the semi-finals ed at 9:40 a.ra. Friday when it
boom, Arnold Meuwsen, Bob Van
at
Douglas
hospital following
sides Mr. and Mrs. Combs were
done
in
estabUshing
a
Fanners
We passed through another tim- counter with the Allegan Inde- so they gave the match to Keeter smashed into the side ot a truck
heart
attack. Survivingare one Ry, A V. Teldon, Vera Knud,
Laveme De Jonge, Mary Ann De nel into the dty of Olten on the
by default Just to give him an- at 16th St and Linclon Ave.
Retail Market at HoUand. We
Elmer Burwitz, Larry Bowennan,
pendents here Monday as Alle- other chance. Such generosity didJonge, Lind? Brookhouse, Joan Aar river.
Driver of the car, Dale Cook, would
j^dloM •’
Wyn Vandenberg, K. Brookstra,
Brookhouse, Carol Brookhouse, In Basel, we had about an hour gan’s Troesch threw a two-hit n’t seem to affect him, however. 17, route 6, heading north on
Bernie Arendshorst, Dell Koop,
Marie Brookhouse, Douglas Beyer waH while they switched our 8-0 victory.
He was Just as cocky as ever.
Lincoln Ave., was issued a who might be interestedin such a R. Hmcs of Oak Park, HI., and Fred Meppelink Harold Hall, BiU
Mrs.
Harry
Richards
of
Niles.
Dianne Hubbell, Jonny Haan, coach back and forth with ths
ticket for interfering with through market. Future meetings on this
Four of Zeeland’s regulars were
Mrs. Rhodes was born in Ganges Hinga, C. Burr, A Burr and BUI
Riley Combs, Mary Lynne Combs,
BiU Bos, the Muskegon contin- traffic.Neither Cook or Robert project will be held and those inusual amount of whistle blowing, gone for the holiday, a factor
township, the daughter of Mr. an Hombaker.
Douglas Frens, Junior Ruiz, bell ringing and tooting. Again the
gent’s tennis coach, had a fantas- Meeuwsen,25, route 1, Zeeland, terested wUl.be notified.
Ted Yamaoka shot the day1* lew
[Mrs. Dallas French, pioneer res
Rudy Ruiz, Glenda Nykamp, Swiss and French immigration which hurt the Chix considerably. tic number of entries in Muske- driving the truck west on 16th
Hamper
started
on
the
mound
for
dents here. She had spent her en- gross, while Hip Serier had th#
Charles Schultema, Mary Jane
St.,
were
injured.
|Utimated
gon’s
Junior
Center
tournament
and customs, and we started with Zeeland and was, relieved in the
k Schipper, Wayne Limrtsema,
tire life in the community and for least number of putts.
No less than 294 tennis players damage to the truck was not Castle Park Jenion
a French steam engine. It burned
second inning by Manr Warner
Ernest Moreno, Bobby Schuitema,
many years was telephone opera- Shootingthe most S’! was BUI
took part in the tourney. Bos ex- immediately known, polka said. Set Date Far Skom
fine soft coal From there on to
Hornbaker,moat 4’s Bern Arenfewho finished the game.
tor at Ganges.
Janice Nykamp, Gary Ver Plank,
Puis we either had to keep ths The Chix, tied for second place plained, however, that Muskegon
horst, most 5’a George Van Peus
Carole Wierda, Mark Vanden
Mary Lou Van Putten was
windows up or ride in the cinders, in the SouthwesternMichigan draws players from a huge sur- District Voten WiD
sem and most 6't A1 Jones.
Bosch, David Schipper, Jerry
elected
chairman
of
the
Castle
Mill
Jennie
E.
SwaMOB
rounding
territory
that
includes
moke and dirt They could stand Baseball League, have two crucial
Luurtsema, Wayne Veneklasen.
Park
Junior
Horse
Show
commit.
^
,
some modem air conditioned games this week. Thursday, they Cedar Springs, Whitehall, Monta- Name Board Members
Most persons in the United
tee at a preliminary meeting 14716* at tOUOty Hospital
coaches on trains or some diesel travel to Grand Haven to play the gue, Sparta, North Muskegon and
States who run away from bom#
Wednesday
at
Th#
Castle.
The
ZEELAND
(Special)
Two
Muskegon Heights.
Driver luted Tickets
engines. But the train moved right
are not children,but adultSHnaa
league-leading Athletics and FriRecreationDirector Joe Moran members wiU be elected to the committee members were guests SAUGATUCK (Special) - Miss of them over 65 years ot age.
Robert Paul VUscher, 11, of 67 along and we continued to try and day they host Holland’s Flying
Jennie
Emelia
Swanson,
77, died
of
Carter
P.
Brown.
school
district
No.
1
(fractional)
figures that HoUand has a pretty
East 28th St, Was treated tor abra- figurs out Just where the next Dutchmen.
BiU Butler was named treas- Friday morning at Allegan County
fair fchance to take its third board at the annual meeting in
sions on the left arm and right curve was so that we eould dose
urer, Rosemarie Brink, secretary, Hospital, where she had been a
Zeeland
High
School
8
pm.
July
straight
boys
under
15
singles
title
iter a blka be was riding the windows on the proper side to
and Jane Hansen, Charlotte patient since 1948. For 20 years
Mmriagt Lictnttt
in the state tournament at Kala- 12.
•nd t ear driven by Verna C. keep out the smoke.
Butler, Twinky Fry and Lynn Miss Swanson had lived in Manlius
Th#
,
terms
of
Nelson
Van
mazoo
next
week.
Let
Overway,
Wt went through Saint Louis,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
fr7 a. East Lansing, adtownship, route 1, East Saugatuck.
Maxuril Q. Both#. 90. and Flora Junior Center and Southwest Mich- Koevering and Clarence J. Winter are other members of
France. We had our dinner in the
i 17th St near
HOLLAND MICHIGAN
She
was
born
Nov.
21,
1876,
in
the group.
at 6 pm We passed on Jans McLean, 90, both of Grand igan champ, and Rog Plagenhoef, Yntema are expiring. According
Chicago to Mr. and Mrs. Enoch
July
31
was
selected
as
the
to
president
Henry
Geerlings,
the
runnerup
in
both
tournaments,
will
Haven; Vernon Clarence Kline,
where we saw
Glib* Vend. Water, Mgr.
district comprises areas in Hol- date for the annual event which Sw-.nnn. There are m immediate
hundred French soldiersand saO- 24, Ferrysburg,and Sally Wal- carry the main- local hopes.
attract* young, riders from ati survivors.
Two years ago, Hank Visscher land and Zeeland townships.
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were sad on leaving
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ToJaclScbouten
Hare is the athlete who didn’t
through Hope College with
personal reason for recognizing John H. (Jack) Schouten as
one of Holland’s sports immortals.
At least that’s the consensus of
the Hope; Varsity H club that is
undertaking a >60, 000 refurbishing
job on CarnegieGymnasium as a

pass
some

tributeto Jack.
The name Schouten and Carnegie
gym just seemed to go together
naturally. Jack was already.a part
time member of the athletic department when Andrew Carnegie
granted |20,000 for constructionof
the gym shortly after the turn of
the century.
The collegematched the amount,
and in 1906 the then modem structure was dedicated.Two years
later Schouten assumed the baseball coaching duties at the college,
and in 1919 he was elevated to the
post as director of physical education.

Schouten Officially stepped down
in 1952 from that position, but retirement proved impossible.
A steady stream of college and
high school athletes came to his
door for treatmentthat only the
old master could give. Many local
doctors were in the habit of sending patients to Jack for hard to
cure ailing muscles.
Mrs. Charles E. r\. Vr/i
•
On top of this Schouten was
(Laskey photo)
awarded an A.B. degree by the Now on a honeymoon in Canada,
board of trustees in 1949. He has Lt. and Sirs. Charles E.A. Van daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.A.
Boersma. Lawndale Ct. Mrs.
attended Hope preparatory school
Duren will be at home next week Charles K. Van Duren of 120th
and summer classes at the Uni- at 12 Tyler Ave., Bangor, Me.
Ave., is the mother of the groom.
versity of Illinois, Michigan and The couple was married June 25
Lt. Van Duren is stationed at
Notre Dame.
in Hope Church. Mrs.Van Duren Dow Air Force Base in Bangor,
So when it became apparent last is the former Jacquelyn Boersma,
Me.
year that something had to be done
in bringing the gym up to date, it
was natural that it be in the form
of a Jack Schouten tribute.
The move got underway with
support of the H club, which received hearty approvalfrom college authorities.Efforts now are
directed toward raising the funds,
although work is already about
one-third finished.
Solicitation has been started,
and persons interested in aiding
the tribute are invited to send
checks in care of the Hope CoUege
treasurer.
Changes in the building include
just about everything except the
shell. The basement partitions
have been rearrangedto include
locker and shower facilitiesfor
both men and women students.
Formerly girls had to dress in
the dorms, and then put on coats
to get over to the gym. Training

Duren

—

A FAMILY AFFAIl
Irofters mad and "Pink" Sfqgmtda lor brkka la lha future office section of the multi-

work, looks on. Headline the knee project Is the L O.
Stocker Co. of Sf. Louis. Mo., which sublet the mason-

million dollar General Electricproject on West Ififh Sf.

ry contract to Elslaga * Volkors. Inc. of Holland.

as cousin Lloyd Stoggorda.foreman of the masonry

(Sentinelpkete)

*
'What

a

Show' Describes

Gra-Beil Takes

It

Mr. ond Mrs. Jomes A. Hildebrond
Pictured while honeymooning in Attending the bride and groom
Nassau, Bahamas, are Mr. and were Miss Sally Hildebrand, tbs

Mrs. James A, Hildebrand.The groom's sister, and

William Winbride is the former Louise Biason, ston of Grand Rapids, best man.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Mrs. Hildebrandreceived A.B.
Bisson of Detroit and the groom and A.M. degrees from Wayne
the
is the ion of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. University. Detroit, and did postHUdebrand,101 West 26th St., graduatework at the University
Busy Ed Weaver took a few
Holland.
of Michigan. Mr. Hildebrand was
minutes between barking orders.
The couple was married June 5 graduatedfrom the University of
As resident engineer for the
in a garden ceremony at the Michigan Law School on June 12
multi-milliondollar General ElecGra-Bell lacks just about every- Woman’s League on the University and has passed his state bar extrim construction Job on East thing needed to win in City Soft- of Michigan campus, Ann Arbor. amination.
16th St., he’s got a mighty big Job ball League except one thinf—
He's top dog at the scene of the persistence.
sprawling project and has more
The Gra-Bell softball team abthan 100 men working for him.
sorbed its 13th loss of the season
“I run the show heiy,” Weav- against one win (a forfeit) ThursGerrit Bolte to Vincent H. er said. “And what a show.’’
day night as Main Auto pounded
bn
Weaver was sent to Holland by out a 6-0 victory. 5-lS Twp. Holland.
20-5-15
the L.O. StockervCo. of St. Louis,
In the second contest st Van
H. Arthur Welch to John Franz- Mo., the construction firm hand- Tongeren Field North End outbj Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
ness of the congressman, who was
burg et al Lot 38 Bayview Add. ling the project which sprawls lasted North Holland 6-3.
WASHINGTON (Special)- The shot by those fanatical Puerto
City of Holland.
over 32 acres. He makes it exAuto pitcher Jas Ebels was in wives of the 20 member delegation Ricans back in March. Then shortClarence E. Nyhoff et al to tremely clear that he isn’t' here complete command of Gra-Bell from Michigan in Congress don't ly thereafterthey had a baby.
John Franz burg Pt. Lots 3, 4 to waste time.
Mrs. Kit Clardy, wife of the
hitters throughoutthe contest as seem overwhelmed unduly with the
Blk H. R. H. Post’s Park Hill "We ought to be closed in by he allowed only one hit and struck glamorous social Merry-Go-Round Lansing represenUtive,"Never
Add. City of HoUand.
of the nation’s capital. Maybe It's made a campaign speech and
the time cold weather sets in" he out 11.
Jennie Klempel to James Fisher
Meanwhile, his mates were because they are all forthrightdoesn't intend ever to do so.’’ This
predicted."And from what I hear
& wf. Lots 4, 9 Beukema’s Sub. about this state, no one knows knockingout 10 safetiesoff Gra- Midwesterners,not social climb- is the first session for the Clardyi
City of Grand Haven.
and Mrs., Clardy has been concenBell pitcherBob Stille,includinga ers.
just when that will be."
Garrett W. Lanxon & wf. to
In this city of transientsand trating on keeping her husband in
Weaver said that the job will two-run trple by Bll Vryhoff.
Joe Van Kampen &. wf. Lot 61
Vryhoff’s hit came in the fifth lobby-pressure groups it takes a good health while he has been
only be about half finished when
Luger’s Add. City of Holland.
the building is closed in. That’s after Main Auto already was lead- bit of pushing to get the most cov- making things unhealthy for any
Arthur Aukeman
wf. to
why he’s so anxious to ge,t all of ing by three runs. Singles by eted of invitations.Topping the subversives as a member of the
Lubbert Ponstein & wf. Pt. Lots
list is the bid from the
Un-American Activities
the outside work completed be- LeRoy Tucker, Ted Vanden Berg ‘'official’’
5, 6, 15, 16 Wilbur’sAdd. Hudand equipment room space will
and Gene Gort’s double had President and Mrs. Eisenhowerto Committee.
fore the snow starts to fly.
sonville.
also be included.
"We could use a little better counted for one run in the initial come to the White House for the In contrast, Mrs. George Header
Grant Peasley to F. Dale Curon
Havin& stirr«J the imagination plant which have yellowed, disOn the main floor a new hardhardannual state reception, or, more does "a littleto help in the camweather,”he complained.’Those frame.
wood playing floor wiU be install- of. P0®1* for centuries,the rose is colored or become spotted. One tis k wf. Lots 37, 38 Peasley’s heavy rains can make things pretV
Singles by Gort and Howie desirable, for a small occasion. paigning."She has even done
_u*. __ a __
ctill 4 Ha mr\c t o rt Kr»c f ™
ed, and large glass brick areas put still the most and best loved flow- prominent rosarian buries a fork- Sub. Hudsonville.
Glupker coupled wth an error and Michigan ladies were all invitedto "door to door" work and has adGerrit K. VanDenBerg k wf. ty rough. But we’re gonna’ move outfield fly to score another in the the Congressional Receptionand dressed thousands of envelopes in
in to replace old windows. The old er and no garden, however small, ful of six-monthold cow manure
full blast ahead until we’re done."
stage is being replaced with two can be said to be complete with- between every two rose bushes to Tony Elenbaas k wf. Pt. I^ot
Jobs remainingafter the build- fourth.In the fifth Tucker walk- the Michigan leaders In Congress campaign headquarters.
handball courts that officials hope out a few roses in it.
as a "hidden force" The Number 3 G.K. VanDenBerg Sub. Twp. ing is closed in are such things as ed, went to second on Ernie have been in on many a small
The Michigandelegation is conThe small but well-caredfor 1 requirement of rose plants dur- Georgetown.
to open for public use after comfunction.
cerned over the grave illness of
electrical and heating installation, Prince’ssingle, to third on an out
wf. to
garden of Marinus Pott, 238 West ing July and August is plenty of ^Albert Buursma
pletion.
One barometerof social achieve- ” i. Paul Shafer and the Battle
interior decorating in the office and scored on an infield out.
Exterior changes, aside from the 17th St., is enclosed in white pick- water. At this time you can let Gordon Geers k wf. Pt. Lot 2 section and the usual finishing With Prince on base, Gort ment is reflected in Washington
ik Congressmanhopes Cooglass brick areas,, will center et fencing agaiqpt which choice up on the fertilizing but do con- Heneveld’s Plat No. 19 Twp. work in the rest of the plant.
singled,and both scored on Vry- society pages. By that criterion the
s Will adjourn soon so he can
Park.
around two straight-infront en- roses bloom continually through- tinue your spraying or dusting
"With
good luck, we’ll have the holf’s triple, Vryhoff later scored wife of the senior Senator, Mrs. be with her ail the time.
Paul E. Wabeke & wf. to Ivan
trances highlighted by limestone out the summer. Among the many program of once every ten days
Homer Ferguson, well described First termers Elford Cederberg
building ready-inside and outside on Ralph Bouwman's single.
hybrid tea roses, Mr. Pott’s favor- depending on the conditionof your Kouw & wf. Lot 5 & pt. 6 Van's
blocks of modem design.
Ed Stille, in addition , to pitch- recently as "Just naturally friend- and his wife are trying to see If
the
first ' of February,"
Work is scheduledto be com- ites are American Flagship, the plants A thing of beauty is a joy Sub. Twp. Holland.
ing a five hitter for North End, ly,’* is a topnotcher. As her fav- they can live in two places at the
Doris Brown Kenney to Weaver said. 'But then they still also was big man at the plate as orite Senator climbed to the GOP same time' Their two tewaged
pleted by Sept. 1 in order that very fragrant Nocturne, Etoile de forever and to such belongs our
have to move in the machinery
Frances
Van
Agtmael
Lot
52.
53,
delegates to a national conference Holland, Senator McFarland,Dia- favorite— the rose.
his two singles and double in four policy cBBhnanship, the invita- children so hated to transfer from
Brandt & Gilleland’sPlat Twp. and we don’t have anything to
mond Jubilee, and Frau Karl Dru* _ may be housed in the main floor.
trips accounted for most of his tions climbed upward, too. Then their Bay City school and friends
do with that."
Spring Lake.
schki. His luxuriant climbers inas a member of the Foreign Rela- that the Cederberga^hayebecome
He
said
he
expected
that
"all of team’s scoring.
'i
L.D. Taylor k wf. to Amelia
clude the everblooming Peace,
In
the
second
inning
he
singled, tions committee, the Senator rates champion commuters.
the
steel
would
be
up
by
the
first
Eifht Persons Cited
Vander Zalm Lot 8 Coves Sub.
Crimson Glory, Blaze, Pink Aloha,
from the Mrs. Clare Hoffman of Allegan
of August." Masons already are and scored on a passed ball. In entertainment-recognition
Twp. Grand Haven.
and the light shell pink, New
At Traffic Hearings
going
to work laying bricks, which the third John Messbergen was 78 foreign embassies, legationsand alone can brag she has a greatCamfield Manufacturing ComDawn. Like steepled churches in
safe on an error, stole second and missions. Myrtle Ferguson is ser- grandchild as well as five grandpany to Oldberg Manufacturingwill surround the office section
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
country towns, the blue spires of
iously interested in things politi- children!Her husband described
and
come
up
to
the
window
sills scored on Bill Zych’s single.
Co. Pt. Lot 220 Rycenga’s No. 4
Milan Clark, represenUtive of delphiniumrise to offer the perZych then scored on Stiile’s cal, national,and international, her for us as "the best looking,
the
rest
of
the
way
around
the
the Secretary of State’s office, fect foil for all these gorgeous Miss Marilyn Knight of Fort City of Grand Haven.
double, with Stille racing for and gives generously of her talent most stylish and best dancer
Richard E. Slayter k wf. to plant. Except for the all-brick offcited eight persons for traffic blooms. These giant Pacific Hy- Wayne. Ind., and Robert L. Underhome on a single by Jerry Jager. for speaking and writing.
all * the congressional
ice,
aluminum
siding
will
be
used
violations at hearings here Fri- brids are represented in the light hill of Holland were married last Jack G. Kuiper k wf. Pt. Sec. 10The wife of the junior Senator, wives."
above the sills.
North Holland struck back in
8-16
Twp.
Spring
Lake.
day.
blue Summer Skies, the dark blue week Saturday at First Baptist
The wives of the five Democrat
Holding the sub-contract on lie the fourth on singles by Bob Hop Mrs. Charles Potter, is equally as
Guy Edward Johnson k wf. to
George E. Schroeder, 21, Grand and purple King Arthurs, and the Church, Fort Wayne. The Rev.
and Mike De Vries.
friendly and outgoing but she is congressmen,all of Detroit,seem
masonry
work
is
a
local
concern,
wf. Pt.
Haven, had his license suspended Glistening white Galahad seriea Leslie Eads performed the , cere- Donald R. Constant
North Holland narrowed the always trying to curtailthe "ex- glad (although they probably
Elzinga and Volkers,Inc. Forefor 90 days for habitual negliWhen pruning his climbers,Mr. mony. Parents of the couple are Blk D J.W. Verhoeks- Add. City men of the masons is Lloyd margin in the fifth when Don tras" to protect the health of her wouldn’t want their husbands to
gence. Wallington W. Wall, 19, Pott usually cuts out old canes Mr. and Mrs. Verne Clifford Knight of Grand Haven.
Berkompaswalked, Elmer Veld- 39-yeai>oldhusband, who lost both know about it) that the RepubliAlvin Wassink k wf. to John Steggerdaof 298 East 32nd St.
route 2, Nunica, was given six that have bloomed and some of of Addison and Mr. and Mrs. Le
Since the cans are now in control.It does
heer singledand both scored on a legs in World War
"We’ll
probably
use
about
a
months’ probation.
the thin new growth; however, he Grand Underhill of Plainfield, N.J. Franzburg Pt. NEi 31-6-15 TTwp.
slashing double by June Hop.
Army-McCarthy hearings, she make a differencein the number
hundred
thousand
bricks,"
StegOlive.
Stanley Wolters, 32, route 6, feels that sometimes it is judiGiven in marriageby her father,
John H. Zwiers Jr. k wf. to gerda estimated as his men lum- . North End put the game on ice finds his TV appearances have and importance of demands made
had his licenserevoked indefinite- cious to retain old sturdy growth the bride chose a gown of chantilly
made more demanding the re- upon them. They, as do most of
Robert L. Van Huis k wf. Lots bered by with wheelbarrows full in the sixth with a two-run
ly for habitual negligence. Keith as a source of Tood supply for new
lace and nylon tulle over satin.
of mortar. ‘The whole job should splurge highlightedby Stille’a quests for speaking and social the wives, belong to the Congres116,
117
Harrington’s
Fourth
Add
Woodyk, 19, of 970 Lincoln Ave., blooms All blooms past their The fitted bodice was fashioned
single that score two men.
engagements.
sional Club, to which only the femMacatawa Park Grove, Twp. take around five months."
Holland, had his license suspend- prime are meticulously removed.
with a wing collar and lace yoke.
Berkompas was losing pitcher No other Michiganwoman will inine members of congressional
last week, Steggerda had six
Park.
ed for 60 days for habitual negliFour sweetly burdened rose Long lace sleeves came to points
families can belong. Some MichiAlbert W. Kremers k wf. to masons on the job, but he planned giving up eight hits, while StiUe disagree if we call "Betty" Ford,
gence, and his 18-year-old-wife,trees present a formal array of
over the hands and the full skirt
was the winner.
wife of the up and coming Grand gan widows are seen there too,
to
put
six
more
to
work
when
ClarenceBurman Jr. & wf. Lot
Arlene Straatsma Woodyke was lovelinessat the entrance of the
and chapel train were highlighted
Rapids Congressman,the prettiest. noticeably Mrs.. Roy Woodruff, of
things really got rolling. In some
given six months' probation.
Melvin Groteler home at 685 with panels of lace. An off-face 31 Walcott Sub. Twp. GeorgeAnd this isn't all, she gifted as a Bay City, a very active member.
ways,
the
masonry
work
is
a
famtown.
Jay E. Green, 66, of 54 Main South Drive, these four are
Birthday Party Given
halo of matching lace edged with
hostess and reigns as president
John Handlogten k wf. to ily affair — Steggerda has two
St., Hudsonville, has his license White Swan, Peace, Tallyho, and
seedpearls held her veil of silk
over
the 81st Club, composed of
cousins-brothers
Bud
and
"Pink"
Gerald
Walt
k
wf.
Wfrll
SWi
6For
David
Clare
Pott
revoked for physical disability Charlotte Armstrong which carillusion. She carried a bouquet of
the wives of husbands who came
Steggerda—laying bricks.
as did Jacob Zuidewind, 82, Zee- ried up to 80 blooms at one time.
7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
mums and stephanotiscentered Charles H. Veneklasek wf. to All of which is just another act David Clare Pott celebrated his to Washingtonwith the 81st Conland, Kenneth Fred Zellar, 20,
Two others, Saturn and Crimson with an orchid.
route 1, Grand Haven, drew a Glory, accent the east border.
Paul Bazany k wf. Pt. Lot 27 of the big show— and, as Weaver third birthday anniverury Thurs- gress in 1949. There are many of
day night at a family gathering these clubs so it takes real ingenu- Admitted to Holland Hospital
45-day suspension for habitual Since rose trees are much high- Miss Rosemarie Brandt, Oak Lakeside Plat. Twp. Spring Lake. says “what a show.”
Lawn, 111., was maid of honor and
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ity for a president to dream up Thursday were Kenneth Riley,
negligence.
Alvin G. Glppker k wf. to Zeeer above the ground, they do not bridesmaids were Miss Shirley
some unusual programs. But she 1345 Bay View Rd. ; Ivan Smith, 88
liam Pott, 226 West 20th St.
land
Lumber
k
Supply
Company
succumb so easily to disease as Horton, Miss Phyllis Galle and
East Eighth St.; Ardith Lynn WyRefreshmentsfeatured a birthLot
77
Essenburg's
Sub.
No.
3
their sister hybrid tea roses. A Mrs. Louis Follis. They wore idenAuxiliary of Eaglet
day cake decorated in green and
The freshmanCongressional wife rick, 255 East 13th St.; Celeste De
Twp.
Holland.
thick mulch of peat moss is spread tical waltz length gowns of Pacific
yellow.
getting the biggest kick out of the Boe, 1558 Ottawa Beach Rd.
Hat Meeting in Hall
around the roses each spring. In blue nylon taffeta with matching George Lemmen k wf. to John
Discharged Thursday were Dale
Attending were his grandpar- goins-on in Washington is the
V.
Hulst k wf. Pt. NW4 SE1 27preparingthem for winter, the headbandsand white gloves. They
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Koop smartly frocked, gray-haired Mrs Drost, 196 West 13th St.; John
A meeting of the Ladies Auxil5-15 Twp. HoUand.
Grotders tie up the branches, en- carried Italian baskets filled with
and Mr. and Mrs. Pott; also Mr. Charles Oakman of Detroit. For Dannenberg,route 4; Fred Weiss,
iary of Eagles was held Friday
Dena Lubbers Haveman to Rusclose each tree in chicken fencing, red roses. Miss Patti Werling was
and Mrs. Jack Yeomans tnd Washington old timers, she is a route L
night in the hall. It was decided
sel
Michmershuizen
wf.
Pt.
fill the enclosure with straw, and flower girl. She was dressed in a
Laurel Sue, Misses Frances and joy in her appreciation of the A son, James Earl, was born in
to have the next meeting July 15
NEi
NEi
27-5-15 Twp. Holland.
cover the top with tar paper.
blue floor-length dress and carried
Marjorie Pott and. David’s par- glories of this capital of the free Holland. Hospital today to Mr. and
when a trustee will be elected beBenjamin
Lemmen
k
wf. to
An array of floribundas edge a miniature basket of red rosettes.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence world. She doesn’t even mind Mrs. James De Vries, 736 Lincoln
cause of the resignation of Mrs.
Russel
A.
Michmershuizen
k
wf.
the front of the house. Among the
.Dick Underhill of Battle Creek,
Pott.
Lucille Telgenhof.
shepherdinga bunch of constitu- Ave.
Lot
335
Waverly
Heights
Sub.
several varieties are the newer cousin of the groom, was best man
ents around on a sightseeing trip
An Invitationwas received from
Twp. Holland.
favoritesFashion, Vogue, Ma Per- and ushers were Larry Nichols. La
to historic shrines!
Allegan Auxiliary of Eagles to
Winifred
Buma
to
Herman
A.
Regular Meeting Held
Victories Mark Teams
kins, and a red, a yellow, and a Grange, HI., Jim Knight, of JackThe hardest worker in the midattend its anniversary party July
Ten Harmsel k wf. Pt. WJ El
pink Pinnocchio
son,
brother
of
the
bride,
and
Dick
dle
of
Capitol
Hill
activities
is
Mrs.
By Royal Neighbort
To Watck in B League
16. On July 12, an auxiliary party
SE1 13-5-15 City of Zeeland.
Henry Van Klink of 117 West Eddy of Plainfield. The bride's
Jesse Wolcott, who rolls up her
will be held at the home of Mia.
De Nooyer Chevrolet, Holland
21st, who neatly maintains his cousin, Russell Follis was ring
A regular meeting of the Royal sleeves and helps her busy hus- Hitch and National Guard scored
Dorothy De Boer.
MittGeegkSpeaht
Neighbors was held Thursday night band right in his office. As chair- victoriesin Recreation B Lekgue
Refreshments were served by yard with well kept evergreens, bearer.
spruce and Michigan Holly, conMrs. Knight chose a beige and
at the hail with vice oracle, Mrs. man of the Banking and Currency play Thursday night.
Mrs. Delia Van Huis and her comAt Mittionary Meet
Stella Dore, in charge.
mittee. Prizes for games were fines his choice in roses to four linen dress enhanced with rhineCommittee he is one of a handful Pete Voss hurled an excellent
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. of GOP Housf leaders operating game to lead De Nooyer to a 6-2
awarded to the Mesdames Irene climbers— New Dawn Blaze, Am- stones. white accessories and an
Miss Mary E. Geegh, missionDore, Mrs. Nellie Kleis and Mrs. behind the scenes. An efficient~
Picotte, Millie Sale, June Roelofs, erican Beauty and Primrose. His orchid corsage. Mrs. Underhill ary to India for 29 years, was
win over Stam’s MobUgas. He was
Jane tymden Berg.
secretary before her marriage, backed up by a solid hitting attack
Jean Kuhlman. Marie Huizenga, roses occasionally are treated to wore a blue silk organza dress, guest speaker at the Women’s
m.
a
diet of fish heads.
matching accessories and an orRoyal
il NeighborsJuveniles have Mrs. Wolcott said she "worked for
Anna McCarthy Marie Slayer
paced by Pete WelUng’s blazing
MissionarySociety meeting at
and Evelyn Tyler. ,
Artisticuse is made of red old- chid corsage.
discontinuedmeetings for the sum- Jesse for 24 years but didn’t go on triple.
JOSEPH B. GA1UOL a roferan of
First Reformed Church Thursday
mer.
fashioned Seven Sister climber at
A reception was held at Hotel afternoon. Miss Geegh, home on tiro yams of strvica wills tbo Hoithe payroU until this year." She Holland Hitch evened its record
the Martin Diekema home at 125 Van Orman.
has no young children now to keep at 1-1 by dropping Holland Racine
load Tonaeo Co. has boon opMarriagt
furlough, told especially of effe Licentet
The couple will make their home
West 21st St One is trained as a
her home and she likes the office in a close contest, 6-5. It was no
pobUod branch manager tor tbo
forts
by
the
missionaries
to
reach
Painty Store Employer
Ottawa Couatgr 4
pillar rose to cover an arch while at 204 West 20th St., Holland.
work at which she’s so proficient. contest in the final game as NaCommunist leaders with the HoUand branch attko. according to,
Willard Jaarda, 26, Holland, two others pleasantly accent the
an
annonneomont
today
by
PJ.
Picnic at Tunnel Park
The wealthy Alvin BenUey’s of
gospel.
Christianity
has
the
anand Marybeth Craning 19. route house door and corner against
Cbotl. president of Holland FurOwosso are somethingnew for the
The American Foundation for
er for the needs of the world,
1, North Liberty. Ind. Robert L. dark green trellises.
J. C. Penney store employes Michigan delegation.They have
nace Co. Garlkk, who has been
the Blind of New York offers many she said.
and their families attendedthe butler and a chaffeur! They
As always, cleanlinessand good devices to help blind homemakers.
Mrs. G. Weeber conducteddereplace "rtJfr* Van WUreZ" mho
housekeepingin the garden reannual picnic Wednesday after- a quiet life and most of
votions and Mrs. D. Boter, society
has boon promoted to branch noon at
duce the problem of controlling
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Many Persons Attend

Sunday School

Dock Wallopers Ball

Lesson

Scoots

to

Repeat

Reservations have been received here from officials of the Lake
Michigan Yachting Associationfor
the regatta weekend which began
Boy Scouts of the Chippewa l>isFriday. The Macatawa Bay Yacht
trlct will stage a repeat perfor)
Jor
Club U host clu
club Jor the event.
Mr. and Mrs. Antli
Anthony Koefoot, mance of the Indian Pageant they
Mr. and Mrs. George Harvey and first presented at the recent Scout
Frank Hayes of Chicago were Circus, the evening 6f July 14, at
among the earlier reservations 8:45 p.m. on the lakefront lawn
; Waukazoo Inn.
for the Dock Wolloperf Ball Saturday at Macatawa Bay Yacht The public is invitedto the event
which uses as part of its theme the
.
Others attending Include Mr history erf Ottawa Indians.
and Mrs. Bon Aspy, Indianapolis; The story is based on the legenMr. and Mrs. Harold Sears Jr. dary wedding of Hiawatha and

nfiao Pageant

' July 11. 1954
Ant We Growing aa Christians*
I Corinthians 3: 1-3; Ephesians
4:11-16; 2 Peter 1: 5-8; 3:18
by Henry Geerllnga
The Scriptures which serve as
a basis for this lesson are taken
from the epistles of Paul and
Peter, and are expressions of their
concern for the spiritual growth
of the Christians In Corinth,
Th« Home of the
Ephesus
and elsewhere.
Holland CHy New*
The Corinthianchurch estabPublishedEvery Thursby the Sentinel lished by the labors of the apostle
Printlnf Co. Office 54-56
Paul during some eighteen months
West Eighth Street, Hoiof preaching and teachingwas
lend, Michigan.
Entered as second class matter at soon beset with difficulties from
the post office at Holland. Mich, within as well as from without.
under the Act of Congress,March 3,
Some were indulging in practices
3879.
which were most unworthy of
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher their profession. Bickering and diTelephone— News Items 3193
visionswere disrupting the peace
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 of the church and threatening to
The publishershall not be liable destroy it. The letters of Paul
for any error or errors In printing were attempts to get them to
any advertising unless a proof of forget their differences,to cease
such advertisementshall have been
-obtainedby advertiser and returned acting like babes, and become
by him In time for corrections with grown men in Christ,to lay aside
such errors or correctionsnoted their carnal practices and emplainly thereon;and In such case If
any error so noted is not corrected, phasize spiritual growth, not only
publishersliabilityshall not exceed becoming but absolutely essential.
such a proportion of the entire space
The apostle Paul spent about
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such adver- two years in laying the foundation
for the church at Ephesus, speaktisement.
ing at first in the synagogue and
terms or HcmcmirrioN
One year. 33.00; six months. 12.00; later in the school at Tyrannus.
three months. 11.00: single copJ\ 10c. As a result of his work many beSubscriptions payable in advance and came Christians and many of
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
them also which used curious arts
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by brought their books of magic and
sporting promptly an^ irrejularlty burned
publicly. These
delivery." Write or Phone
Christians Paul urged to continue
until they became Christlike.
WISHING TRUMAN WELL
Peter’s list of Christian virtues
Not only does politics make reveals his concern for continuing
strange bedfellows, it also causes growth both in grace and in know-

Club.

•

_

,
of Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs Mlnni-haha.
Donald Winter, Mr. and The cast will include more than ^

Mrs. Herman' Pleasant, Mn and • scouts assisted by Camp Fire
Mrs. Kenneth Peirce, Mr. and girls, all in authentic Indian cosMrs. Ransom Everett, Mr. and tume. They perform before a backMrs. Robert Winter, Mr. and ground of an Indian village with

large and small tepees.
They depict Indian life such as
cooking, traveling and homemaking. The braves will stage Indian
dances in supplicationto the Gods
for food. The children will play the
Tongeren, Mr. and Mrs Indian game of shinney.
One of the features is the Eagle
Hansen, Mr. and Mrs. R.A.

Mrs. H. C. Grigg, St. Louis; Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Brooks. Mr. and
Mrs. Philipls Brooks. Mr. and
Mrs. James Brooks, Mr. and Mrs.
H.J. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. William Beebe, Mr. and Mrs. Harold

Van
Ward

Boersma, Mr. and Mrs. Donald dance which is an ode to the
Crawford,Mr. add Mrs. J.W.'Ho- Eagle, a mighty bird In Indian
beck, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence ore. Indians will approach the
Geuder. Mr. and Mrs. v George village site in war canoes and the
Copeland and Commodore and large camp fire will be surrounded
Mn. Clarke Field.
by braves discussingevents of the
day.

Heinz

Co. Picnic

Set for Saturday

them

,

HOOF TRUSSES ARRIVED IASI WEEK adding to tb* *p—d'd up work at
tbu Mir Wuttaru TheologicalSeminary building. Engineer/ report (hot

olfkea constitutethe main portion ol the building. A large library occapJos
the lower right wing., willi aoro classroomsIn Iko lelt foreground. The

if ahead of tchedule an the S650.000 prefect.Shown here la Iko layout at the building which la la the iorm ol oa 'IT. The northweatwing,

building has no basement,with only tunnels'underneath lor heating end
water pipes. This picture was taken tram the second story ol nearby Zwemer

work

HoU*

H. J. Heinz. Co. 'will entertain
its employes and families at the
31st annual Heinz picnic Saturday at Tunnel Park.
The event will begin at noon
and a basket dinner is scheduled
from 12:30 to 1:30. Coffee and
lemonade will be furnished.Starting at 1:45 p.m., there will be
series of events and contests for
all ages, from children six years
and up through married couples
Members of the committee

Ben Mulder is director assisted ^
by Elmore Van Lente and Elmer
Northuis. Lester Douma is in
charge of lightingand sound

effects.

i

North Holland

The Women's Missionary and
Aid Society met in the church
queer changes in the people who
basement Thursday night, July 1.
Normal growth must occur In
are not political bedfellows.When
The president,Mrs. Ellsworth
every area of life— in the physical,
Macatawa
former President Truman was the mental, the social and the
Ten Clay, conductedthe meeting
Hotel Macatawa's opening durMrs. Clarence Raak led devotions.
taken dangerouslyill. the Ameri- spiritual. Our concern for the
ing the holiday weekend was one
can people almost with one voice growth of an individual is often
Roll call was answered with a
of international flavdr, with
wished him well, quickly forgetting determined by the ease with which
favorite hymn. At the business
guests from South Africa, Norall the passions that only a year we may measure that growth as
meeting it was decided to have
way, Switzerland and many places
or ty’o ago caused millionsto call much as by any other single factwo vacation trips, one to Youth
charge of arrangements are EdHolland’s resort season got off Diekemas. Sally Diekema is com- in the United States.
Haven in Muskegon in August and
him all the bad names they could tor. The ease with which we may
ward
Ch
artier,
George
Stephens
A real weekend whirl was ento Chicago in September. Mrs.
lay their tongues to. His bitterest measure the growth, and our fam to its official start this week with muting between Waukazoo and
MUSKEGON Mich.
Fleet- Earle Wright, Tillman Senters
joyed by the vacationers, whose
political foes parked their politics iliarity with the instruments for
Harold Slag and daughter Harriet, ^
a real Fourth of July bang— des- Chicago where she is associated
Lawrence
Sale,
Mrs.
Mildred
busy schedule included Cabaret wood, a yawl owned by Nick
sang two vocal duets accompanied
outside the sick room.
measurement, frequently deter- pite failure of the unpredicatable with thb "Welcome Travelers”
Night Saturday, square dancing Geib of Chicago, won the Mil- Koert, Herbert Colton, Miss by Mrs. B. Bosnian at the piano.
program.
The same thing would be true if mine our desire and interest in
Margie Bain. Robert Freer* and
weathermanto comply with all
The Bible lesson was presented
a Republicanleader of similar taking such measurements.
James Marti q and Miss Mary Monday night and the highlight waukee-to-MuskegonQueen's Cup John Dziedzic.
vacationers’
desires.
event—
the
regular
Sunday
night
by Mrs. Bosnian, followed by
standing should be faced with a
Rodger were guests of the Jack
Surely parents ought to be conrace
Friday.
Weekend rains and cooler tem- Rodgers in Woodstock.
concert, featuring Barbara Manas
lunch and a social hour.
similar danger. The Democrats cerned about the spiritual well
The Chicago boat completedthe
Mrs. Chris Sas, Mrs. Willis
So far, Bill Pugh is the champ- of Chicago and Genevieve Alekwould be quite as quick to discard being of their children.If a child peratures couldn’t mar the boomBosch and Marcia of Holland were
their political animosities and sin becomes ill a doctor is sent for. ing success of traditionalholi'day ion fisherman— with his M. D. sunas, piano soloist who has been 80-mile run in a corrected time
weekend festivities at the many touch for hauling them in.
a favorite entertainer at Maca- of 16 hours 6 minutes,i Second
visitorsin South Bend, Ind., last
cerely hope for his recovery.
If teeth need attention we take
tawa in past years. The concert place went to Gypsy, owned by
week.
This is true for both parties, him to a dentist.If he is not get popular resort meccas in this area.
Hotels, motels, cabins and parks
was ably conducted, as usual, by J. F. Schoendorf, Milwaukee,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nienhuis
even If recoverymeans renewed ting his school work we spend conCastle Park
which trailed the winner by seven Fils
entertained the Nienhuis family
competition. When fonner Senator siderable time with him at home. report busy fun schedules by caA season of much social activity John Urban.
Shuffleboardtournament play minutes.
at their home Saturday night honBlair Moody was strickenwhile oa Why, do we not have as great a pacity or near-capacity guest lists. and a variety of events for guests
Third place went to CopperIt was ‘like father, like son” oring Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nienhuis
a spdaking tour in the upper pen concern for the spiritualwelfare A big season is anticipated by all of ell ages is planned at The Cas- Is underway now and the schedule
of game nights— held weekly on head, owned by Charles Kotovich, out at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club of Miami, Fla., who have been
insula, Senator Ferguson sent him of the child, especiallysince deve- resort owners, with the attracta letter of best wishes and hope lopment In this area of life builds ions of Lake Michigan and Lake tle, where a big holiday week- Tuesday and Thursday— has be- Milwaukee, while Tahuna. owned during the holiday weekend as the visitingrelativesand friends here
Macatawa luring sailors, water end crowd gave the season a gun. Rehearsalsare in their final by Herb Bathke, Milwaukee,fin- kids held small boat races both for the past two weeks. The
for speedy recovery. This was ot for eternity.
skiers, swimmers and suntan seek- memorable start. A good summer stages for the big staff show- ished fourth.
Saturday and Sunday.
guests included Mrs. Harm Niencourse good politics, and part of
We ought to be concerned about
Tanya n, a Milwaukeeboat
Only Nipper competitionwas huis, Mr. and Mrs. Hero Nienhuis
the motivation was doubtless the our own spiritualgrowth. It ers to their shores.
season is anticipated with many scheduled this Friday.
Waukazoo Inn
which crossed the finish line first, held Saturday and Kinnie Hamm and family, including Harlan who
thought on Ferguson s part that ahould be our first concern. Sure
Waukazoo
Inn enjoyed one of old guests planning to return and
was fifth in the race when offi- rode to victory ahead of Marsilje is home on furlough from the
the Michigan voters are attracted ly we ought to be supremelycon
cials adjusted times. Romahajo, and John Beeman.
the service,Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
by good sportsmanship. But even corned about that part of our be- its best opening weekends this many new guests registered for
owned by Harvey Nadeau, MuskeWinning the Sunday Nipper Nienhuis and family Mr. and Mrs.
politicians in the midst of a cam- ing which spans time and dwells year. Entertainment included a vacations throughout the season.
Weekend highlightswere the
gon, finished sixth, highest among race was Beeman, while Caryl Russell Newhouse and family and.*
paign are human enough sincerely in eternity. We owe it to ourselves magic show' by Danny Johnson
and an accordion concert by Lloyd Monday field day, with children
Admitted
to Holland Hospital the Michigan boats in the race. Curtis took the Lightning derby the honored guests.They left for
to wish their opponents well when
to take advantageof every opporLa Vaux, "the poet of the accord- and parents enteringinto many Tuesday were Delores Oonk, 191
Twenty sail boats of both the and Peter Sears won the Inter Miami Monday.
terkxis illness strikes them.
tunity that will contribute to our
events. Boys from the Castle de- West 27th St.; Mrs. Gerrit Van cruising and universal class com national 110 competition.
Verlin Vanden Bosch of Zeeland
In the case of Mr. Truman, the spiritual growth, both for our own ion."
After the married .men beat the feated boys from Macatawa in a Zyl, 79 East Ninth St.; Charles peted for the famed racing cup
Second in the Nippers was Mar was the guest soloist at the mornrenewal of competition is not in- sake and for the sake of others.
single men at baseball Sunday spirited ball game, edging the Mac Jones, route 2; Mrs. Thomas which came into existence101 silje, ahead of Hamm and Betsy ing service last Sunday. Thurman
volved in the well wishes of his
During the growing season on
Vande Pels, 300 West Main, 2&e- years ago in England. It later Barkwell. Gretchen Boyd was the Rynbrandt of Holland sang in
politicalfriends and foes. t Politi- the farm, it is very important afternoon, the losers asked for a boys 5 tb 3.
Several traditionalfeatures will land; Beatrice Smith, 71 West was brought to this country and runnerup in the Lightningsand the evening.
cally speaking, he is on the* shelf; that the rain come. It is a million return match Monday. But experience was too much, and the be continued for Castle Park 28th St.; Mrs. Herbert Newhouse, has been in the possessionof Buzz Boersma'wasthird. In the
The United Sunday School class
It does not seem likely that he will
dollar rain, we hear someone say
married mejrwon again.
guests this year. The first of the 258 West 13th St.; Mrs. Martin Milwaukee’s South Shore Yacht International110 race, Clarke will hold its annual picnic at
ever try for public office again.
when a good, soaking downpour
Among the guests at the Inn dances on the beautiful Dance Sterken,530 West 21st St.
Field, Jr. finished second and Ken Highland Park in Grand Haven,
Club since. 1938.
He has in his time aroused per- comes Just at the right time to
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs.
The Queen's Cup fleet was be- Scripsema was third.
Thursday.
haps greater bittemesa^nthe part revive the fields that are becom are Dr. Charles Blare and family Dune by the lake is scheduled
In a specialseries of races based
Daily' Vacation Bible School for
of the*politicians of the other party mg parched. In the desert lands, of Cincinnati; the Ralph Johnson Saturday night, with dancing for Stanley Brower and baby, route calmed in Lake Michigan for
than any public man in recent the sunshine, the seed, and even family of St. Louis,, Mr. and Mrs. children from 8 to 9 p.m. and for 2, Zeeland; Mrs. Gerald Smeenge about six hours Friday and the on point totals, Marsilje won the the children of North Holland in
and baby, 447 West Main, Zee- first boat didn't cross the finish Nipper competition with three co-operation with Harlem and Otpolitical history. His attacks on the soil may be satisfactory for Joseph Senoa of Detroit, Mr. and adults the remainder of the evecongress while he was still on the there ie no growth. In America Mrs. Henry Fraser and Mrs. Le- ning. Dune dances will be held land; Mrs. Jesse Centeno and line until 2 p.m. Normally, the firsts for 13 points,Harms led the tawa will be held in the local
baby, route 4; Mrs. Ed Betan- race is over * by early Friday Lightningswith a first and two church July 19-23. All children of
political battle front were such we have seen such desolation lia Kennedy of Royal Oak; Miss each Tuesday and Saturday, with
court, 145 Grant St., Saugatuck; morning. The boats left Milwau- seconds for 16 points and Sears five years and older are invited*
that a foreign observer might have turned into fertile fields and or- Harriet Jones. Evanston,HI.; Mr. Chuck Ra ns on's band providing
Raymond Weener, route 2; Mrs. kee at 7 p.m. Thursday night.
headed the International110’s to attend.
been expected to believe that his chards by irrigation. Moisture and Mrs. Frank Roysterer,Ann music.
Ronald Shindle, 346i River Ave.;
Arbor;
Bernice
Lynch
and
EleaRay Weener underwent an apRevenge, owned by Harold with three firsts for 13 points.
Beach
suppers
are
planned
on
words could never be forgiven. But brought the needed ingredient for
nor Beekman, Kalamazoo: Mr. the dune every other Friday, and Kenneth Riley. 1345 Bay View Sears and Charles Bissell of th6
pendectomy last Friday in Hoiif that same foreign observer abundant crops.
and Mrs. Bland Button, Chicago; the popular vesper senices,fea- Rd.; Edward Wyngarden, route 2, Macatawa
land Hospital.
Yacht Club,
should revisit America today he
In the Christian life refresh
Hero Nienhuis and Harlan.
finished in the first 10, but was
would note that the same men Mr. ment and revival are necessary. the Bland Button, Jr., family, turing various local ministers, Zeeland.
Hospitalbirths include a son, shoved back in the standings on
Marvin Nienhuis and Meredith
Truman abused are sending him These are found in fellowshipantfc Winnetka; Mrs. G. H. Jewell, will be continued each Sunday.
Gary Lee, born Tuesday to Mr. the correctedtime basis.
and Richard went to Detroit
messages of cheer and are ex- service,in unity and love. Jesus Evanston, and the Kenneth McCoy
and Mrs. David Ashley, route 3;
Tuesday to see the Chicago-De*
Maple Shade
pressing the wish that he will soon realized this need when He pro- family, Indianapolis.
troit game.
Cottagers include the Willis Vacation time officially opened a son born today to Mr. and Mrs.
be himself again.
vided the Lord's Supper as a
Bernard Ebels, route 3, Zeeland. Mrs. Harold Streeter’s
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nash spent
That’s the way Americans are. monument in His memory. When Diekemas of Holland at Sunset, at Maple Shade resort at Port
vthe holidays on a fishing trip to
That is the spirit of American poli- the Christians gather about the the Howard Besudens of Cincin- Sheldon last weekend with swimMother Dies in England
- DOUGLAS (Special) — Harold northern Michigan.
tics. Public men in both parties Lord’s Supper in obedience to His nati at Blue Heron; H. G. Walters ming, shuffleboard and tether Marcus Family Reunion
Ende
of Hamilton was the
Word has been received from
fight hard, but through it all they invitationand partake of the ele- of Chicago at White Pine; Rich- tennis headlining as favorite
winner In weekend racing at AirHeld
at
Kollen
Park
England
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
E.
ard
Munsons
of
Chicago.
Laughing
sports.
remain human. There isn't much ments as He directed, they are
park Speedway as he swept to a Byron Center Resident
Freer*, 648 West 22nd St., of the
Activitiesfor this week include
of anything wrong with the Ameri- strengthened and nourished in Squirrel; the Robert Bensons of
The annual Marcus family re- death of Mrs. Mabel Adams, first in several events and edged
Chicago,
Playhouse;
G.
M.
Rodger,
movies
and
a
potluck
supper.
can politicalsystem when bitter theinr growth. Earthly parents
Succumbs at Age 77
union was held Monday at Kollen mother of Mrs. Harold E. Street- Carl Bussies of Holland in the 35
Newly-arrived guests are Mr.
foes of Truman can wish him well considera child sick when he Chicago, Woodstock: Arthur Turlap feature trophy race.
Park.
Fifty-seven
relatives from er. 16 West 26th St.
ner, Evanston. East Wind: Norval and Mrs. John Brown and Ralph
when illness strikes him.
refuses to eat at the family table.
A class B feature for strictly ZEELAND (Special) —James
The Streeters are now in EngArbogast,Richmond. Ind., Para- and Mr. and Mrs. OrvilleWomack, Holland. Grand Rapids and Battle
Edema, 77, of 6683 Byron Center
stocks
will be held Saturday,but
Prompt attention is given to disCreek were present.
land. where Mr. Streeter,Holland
keet: Barbara and Sonny Daly of Barbara and Ray of Steger, 111.,
Rd., Byron Center, died at St.
cover the ailment and apply the
Officers elected were Chester public school teacher, is studying attention will focus on a new feaMarshall, III., Nippon; Charles and Mrs. Nellie Light of Chicago
Mary’s Hospital, Grand Rapids,
ture-back
up
racing.
Time
trials
remedy. Christ is concerned when
Hasemann, St. Louis, Ouillmette; Heights, 111. From Findlay, Ohio, Ver Howe of Grand Rapids, presi- for his master’s degree. He took will be held at 7:30 and races ft Tuesday evening following a five-/
His followers do not observe this
dent and Mrs. Melvin Dole of his wife and family with him so
Dr. Willis Pugh, Evansville, Ind., are Mr. and Mrs. Max Briggs,
week Illness. '
institution. We must give prompt
Grand Rapids, secretary. Retir- that they could visit Mrs. Adams 8 p.m.
Oriole.
Survivingare the wife. Jennie,
Doreen, Dennis and Don, and Mr.
(From Wednesday'sSentinel) attention to discover the ailment
In
last
Saturday’s
racing
A1
ing officers are Carl Marcus, in Liverpool.
The Albert Gardners of Clayton, and Mrs. Bob Thomas. Steven,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Haveman and apply the remedy.
Gepner of Holland placed first and four sons, Neal and August
president, and Mrs. Gerald JohnMrs. Adams spent only one in the class B feature.
Mo., have opened their cottage, David and Bobby and Judy McCoy
Byron Center; 19 grandchilof Lynden, Wash., and Stanley
The Bible provides advice and
son. secretary. A potluck supper
day with her daughter, son-in
Hamberg of Zeeland were enter- rules by which we can test our the Bob-o-Link. Mrs. Irene Noon- and Pat Hartzell. Mr. and Mrs. was served.
A field of 35 modified and 15 sonvilleand George of Elgin, 111.;
law and grandchildren before her strictlystock cars signed up for two daughters. Mrs. Simon
an of Cincinnati has opened "The Howard Chalfont, Norman and
tained at the home of Mrs. Sena
growth. We can measure our own
death.
Comers" and Mr. and Mrs. James Gregg and their friend Eddie MeRedder Monday evening. Mrs.
racing on Monday, with Chuck (Grace) Geers, and Mrs. Henry
lives against the word pictures of
The Streeters’ address in Eng- Neale of South Haven taking the (Hermina) * De Vries, both of
Haveman is the former Maggie Christ conduct and attitudes Fank are in Nestor’s Rest. Capt. Kelvey are here from Cincinnati. Game Set forFriday
and Mrs. J. W. McKenna have re- Gregg celebratedhis seventh
Dyke, daughter of the late Sarah
After being rained out for the land is 27 Birchdale Road. Water flag in the fast car dash but of Byron Centef; 19 grandchilgiven by inspired writers.
and Goy Dyke, who lived here.
turned from Tucson. Ariz., to birthday anniversarylast Satur- second time Tuesday night. City loo, Liverpool 22, England. \
trailingEnde in the feature dren; two sisters, Mrs. James
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Weener
spend the summer in the "Groot- day.
Jager of Byron Center and Mrs.
Softball League officials have resprint.
Army salvage sales at Fort Hood
are building a new home. It is 4 Persons Arraigned
ers" cottage. The Mack family of
Other guests include Mr. and scheduled the Moose-Bareman enHolland’s Bud Wolters came John Pauzenga of Jenlson and
located on Port Sheldon Drive, a
Chicago were weekend guests of Mrs. Harold Schols, Nancy, Bar- counter for 7:30 p.m. Friday Tex., are turning back to the gov- across in the lead car. in the heat three brothers, Charles, and GerIn Grand Haven Court
half mile east of Crisp.
the McKennas.
bara and Mary and Miss Sena night at Van Tongeren Field. The ernment an average of $10,000
race, while Elver and Wayne rit of Byron Center and George of
Oliver Banks of Grand Rapidi
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carpenter and Bos, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Deters. only other unplayed game, pitting month. Items are sold as salvage Harringtonof Kalamazoo hfd sev- Beverly.
GRAND HAVEN /Special)
visited friends here Thursday.
family of Delray Beach, Fla., are Jerry and Phil, all from Grand Vets against Hulst Bros., will when the cost of repair would be eral events to their credit. Gene
Funeral services will be held
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort and Four persons were arraigned in spending the month here w ith the Rapids.
more than the bill for a new Item Gillette, Jim Crystler ahd Don Saturday at 2 pm. at Byron Cenbe played at a later date.
Municipal
Court
Tuesday
on
varyfamily were dinner guests it the
Reimink of Holland were win- ter Reformed Church. The Rev. E.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Raak ing charges.
ners in the class B feature while Van Pemis will officiate.RelaHarold Van Fossen,,68, Muskein West Crisp Monday.
Jim Walker of Muskegon won the tives will meet in the church baseMr. and Mrs. Clyde Nieboer are gon, was attempting to raise $100
wreck’em derby and Ralph Baker ment at 1:40 pm Burial will be inV
establishedin their home on fine and $5.50 costs after pleading
completed an intentionalcar roll- Boynton Cemetery. The body is
in which the people first send their
route 2, West Olive, following a guilty to a drunk driving charge.
Local residents returned to their attracted the biggest crowd in the to give satisfactoryservice.
at Yntema Funeral Home in Zeeover.
honeymoon to northern Michigan. He was arrested by state police. work Tuesday after
weekend history of the post-war event. Geerlings spoke of the great need, airportswe don’t want, fire
land until Thursday noon when
Robert Benton, 36. route 2. Doug- of holiday activity, notable mainly There were parked cars at vantage
engine houses and parks that we
it will be taken to the residence
heritage
of
Holland,
Mich.,
but
las, paid $15 fine and $5.50 costs here for its lack of serious acci- points for miles around, waiting
may like, though we need school* Playschool Rolls
where friends may call.
Resthaven Board Meets
RecreationDirector Joe Moran
on a disorderlyconduct charge. dents and busy though orderly for the fireworks display. Eight pointed out that with a great heri- worse."
He was arrested by sheriff's offi- traffic on main thoroughfares.
As a case in point, Geerlings reported good turnout* for the
At Home of B. Lemmen
Ottawa deputies assisted in direct- tage comes great responsibility.
cers at 3:10 a.m. July 4 after Traffic thrpugh the city contin- ed traffic and they thanked the "If we in Holland are to remain said he would vote "yes" on the opening day of Summer Play- Slager Family Gathers
The Board of Trustees of Rest- engaging in a fight. Other -partici- ued Tuesday at a heavy pace, and people today for their cooperation free, we with other communities hospital addition Aug. 3, but he schbol Tuesday with approximate• Haven Patrons. Inc., met at the pants had left before officers anyone who cared to check cars and patience in getting traffic in the U.S. must live /by the for- would like it better if citizens
ly 150 to 250 children showing up For Reanion at Hamilton
at each of the four school cen
home of president Benjamin arrived.,
Holland
and
surrounding
townships
turning at Eighth and River could moving after the fireworks ended. mula that breeds freedom. Many
About 100 attendeda reunion
» Lemmen, Tuesday evening. The
Norman Brocke, 23, Grand Rap- find license plates of many states Delivering the Fourth of July believe we are selling our freedom formed a hospital authorityand ten. Moran said attendancewa* of the Slager family Monday
down
about
50
at
each
center
; treasurerreported$520.21 in the ids, paid $15 fine and $5.10 costs within a short time.
built
the
addition
themselve*
infor
security.
Many
feel
that
freeoration was State Senator Clyde
"because of the Fourth of July afternoonand Evening at Hamilcurrent fund and $90,635.13 in the on a charge of shooting fireworks
Cool weather Sunday reduced R. Geerlings who paid tribute to dom-loving people are beginning to stead of using federal funds.
ton Communityhall.
• building fund. The total collected from a motor vehicle on Harbor some traffic and discouraged much the founding fathers of this coun- rely on state and federal support
"In the light of the standards of holiday."
The group included relatives
for, the building fund is now $92,- Ave. near Escanaba Park Satur- swimming in Lake Michigan,but try who 168 years ago set forth and that if this continues we shall their day, our forefathers did a
from
Grand Rapids. Kalamazoo
197.63. Receipts for June were $2,- day. He was arrested by city beautiful weather Monday made up
principles for American citizens lose not only our freedom but our magnificent job in the field of 90 Voters Register
Dewtur, Spring Lake and HoU
• 140.20.
police.
education.
I
never
cease
to
be
for a discouragingstart. Atten- "for 200 years and which we hope security as well.”
Registration books for the Aug. land.
There is a vacancy In the home, Willis Melvin Slater, 23, Grand dance at Holland State Park was will be the course for hundreds of
Geerlings spoke of the high taxes amazed when I look back to my 3. primary election doted MonFollowing a ball game. a
Applicants should make immedi- Haven, paid $15 fine and $6.10 at virtuallyan all-time high Mon- years to come."
dollars to Lansing and Washington boyhood when Van' Ra&lte and day night at 8 p.m. Before the basket picnic supper was served
ate inqulry
inquiry from Peter A. Selles. costs on a charge of driving while day, and parking space was either
He said the Declaration of Inde- and then get them back with Longfellow schools stood virtually deadline 90 new registrationsand and games with prizes were archairman of the Personnel Com- his operator'slicense was revoked. noh-existentor at a premium.
pendence in a few words states in strings attached. "Every year the in the country. In 1912 when Hol- 60 reinstatement!or change of ranged by a committee including
er from Rein Vlsscher, He was arrested by sheriff's offiOne of the contributing factors no uncertainterms that govern- citizensof Michigan send five bil- land High School was erected, the address were made by city resi- Mr. and Mrs. Bob VanVoorst, Mr *
of the committee.
cers July 3.
to keeping Holland people from ment is a man-made device for lion dollars (not millions but bil- entire student body occupied only dent*.
and Mrs. Glen Slager and Mr. and1
going far from home on this par^
lions) to Washington and receive one-third of the auditorium.The
Mrs. Howard Van Voorst,
human welfare, an in- back less than two
to consider About 90 per cent of Indonesia’s ticular holiday was the
HoUand of that day built for the
h;
ed from contractors for
whieh people may re- lion and we have to match that in future and they did it without itate
of 83 million is of the Legion program at
orial Park M<^day
road* we ma* not tid.^r federal funds.’
it fails order
whkb

la almost completelycloeed In. /oral Ik# now chapel. In upper lelt
la the wtbq with kitchen and dining ball lacllltlea while classroomsand

ledge.

Busy Fourth Officially

(Sonlinol photo)

Fleetwood Takes

Opens Resort Season
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GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Since the county-wide meeting on
juvenile trafficviolators June 9,
there has been an understandable upswing In violationsreported to juvenilecourt Avery Baker,
county agent for Probata Court
and juvenile referee said Ottawa
la devoting special attention to
the juvenile violator.
Under the new arrangement, all
ItW enforcementofficersire referringJuvenileviolators under 17
directly to Baker's office rather
than warning and releasingthem.
In case of violations the youthful driver Is given a ticket and
a copy is mailed to the juvenile
divisionof Probate Court Baker
then contacts juveniles charged
with traffic violation and arranges
for suitable punishment

Coflventioq
Billy

Graham and

Dr.!

Daniel A. Poling will be among
Internationallyknown clergymen who will speak at the 12th
World’s Christian Endeavor Convention in Washington, D.C.,
July 24 to 28.

Delegates from more than 25
countries are expected to attend

when

evangelistBtUy Graham
and his team, which recentlycompleted an outstandingcampaign
in England, will be at a service
held at the foot of the Washington Monument Sunday afternoon,

53, Grand Rapids, received a
ture of his right

rammed

World’s Christian Endeavor
Union, will preside at business

Up

--

FALLS ASLEEP AT WHEEI

July 25. It is expected that more
than 40,000 persons will be present for this meeting.
Dr. Poling, presidentof the

arm when

Bert

into a tree on the west side of

Ave. near 19th St. early Sunday morning.

sessions and preach at the closing service Wednesday, July 28.
Other featured speakers Include
Dr. Arno Pagel, president of

—

Hfu's one of Hit 22

sleek sailingvessels that took part in Hit tri-

Yachting Association, was run during hazy
weather. Many persons, including fishermen on
the piers, watched the boats maneuver for the
start just off the south pier. (Sentinelphoto).

Included in the musical part of
the convention will be selections
by the Kawaiahao Church Choir
of Honolulu, Hawaii.
Conferencesand business sessions will be held each morqihg

For Dutchmen

curve coming into Holland, Offk-

River

ProsecutorJames

under control.

ment meted out by any criminal
court are illegal in the case of
juveniles. He says the new system
will go far in correctingthe abuse
of driving privilegesby tesnage

(Sentinelphoto)

No Parking Space?

Guest ministersat the local
last Sunday
were the Rev. Henry Mollema and
the Rev. James Wayer, both of
Holland, the former conducting
_ . If you couldn’t find a parkng
the morning service and the lat- space out at Holland State Park

Lose 3 Contests

Bussard

has ruled that any fines or punish-

Reformed Church

-

W.

ers issued a ticket for failure to have the car

Hamilton

Fireworks No Fun

Union; Drr G! Bromley Oxnam,
Methodist Bishop of Washington,
D.C.; and Dr. Harry N. Holmes
of New York City.

lace told police he must hare dozed off as he

Wal-

truck

his panel

German Christian Endeavor
READY FOR RACE

Wallace,

compound frac- rounded the

You Weren’t Alone

children within the county.
Since fines are illegal for juveniles under 17 cases usually are

disposedof by warning, probation or recommended sus
or revocationof operator’s!
for a stated period.

July is expected to be a/reoovd
ter taking charge for the evening. | Monday, don’t feel bad. You
month since already many referInstallationof the new pastor of weren't alone.
rals on violations have been reNorman
M,
More
than 25,000 persons jam- ceived from bead! areas. The
DUlChmen Hfukelom of Dei Moines, Iowa, Is
the park Monday ant court views the problem of drinkSaturday
meht
tnev
slid
for July 22 at 8
Manager Clare, u.
Broad
w«u reported ing juveniles with particular
Saturday
night
they
slid
all
with sightseeing in the after-,
park^
alarm, Baker saidnoons. On Tuesday, July 27, a the way down into fourth
(From Tueulay’sSentinel)
o a mile away and walked to the
specialceremony will be conduct- in the Southwest Michigan
beach.
Judy Schout and Barbara ed at a "Christian Endeavor" oak ball league by losing to the South
Eighteen presidential nominatHfcv-pnMerchants
Morrhnnu
'Tables were at a premium,1
Datema of First ReformedChurch tree near the home of George HJiven
at Ronih
South wnv.
Hav Tu.^V at Holland Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen he said, "and the park's fadli ing conventions have been held in
are attendingthe Camp Geneva Washingtonat Mount Vernon.. en, 13-4.
Chicago.
were visitors at the home of the
Macatawa Bay Yacht Club cele- Conference this week.
This tree was planted on July Holland could manage only six latter’sbrother and family, Dr. ties were taxed to capacty."
I
Drainer ana ismiiy,
Aq,
Aiv all-time . record was se
set
Lawrence Street City Park was 14, 1896, by Dr. Francis E. Clark, hits for braces of runs in
ted it* second straightChicago
-rh ani^ ^IS‘ Harry Van Der Kamp of Monday for totsl camping per
the scene of Temple Time Hymn
founder of the Christian Endeavor third and eighth as the Merch Kalamazoo
to Saugatuck championshiptoday Sing Sunday evening after the
movement, following the first ants squared the Dutchmen lea- The Women’s Missionary Socie- mils as the park recorded 430,
number which included 186 trail
despite the fact that weather cur- regular church service. The Rev.
(From Tuesday Sentinel)
World’s Christian Endeavor Con- gue record at 3-3 by pounding
Annual school meeting will be tailed the Lake Michigan Yacht- Henry Bast, Temple Time radio vention held in Washington, DC. Jim Boeve for 14 hits. Five of ty of the Reformed Church held ers and 264 tents. Even Saturday,
its annual outdoor meeting last with bad weather, the park reheld at the local schools on Mon- ing Association Regatta Sunday. minister, gave the message and
Dr. Ernest ft. Byran, Washing- Holland’sregulars were absent
AT HOME AND AT
music was furnished by Maple- ton, D.C., general secretary of and Manager Russ Woldring had Thursday afternoon at Kollen corded a total of 413—162 trailers
day night, July 12.
Hugh Schaddelee’snew Ger- wood Reformed • Church Male
Park in Holland. Mrs. Kempkers and 251 tents.
Mrs. Chris De Jonge and Miss
the World’s Giristian Endeavor to shuffle his lineup with such
THE
man-built Hilaria swept the 3fth Quartet.
presided at the business session
The park grounds were filled
Delores Heihn left last Thursday
Union, is in charge of the pro- drastic changes as Paul Mack be- mid Mrs. Henry Van Doomik was
from 9 a.m. until late Monday
A Holland Hymn Sing will be gram for the convention with hind the plate, Lou Humbert at
for Fort Hood Tex., to spend annual Chicago to Saugatuck
in charge of devotions. Games night, according to Broad.
a week with Pvt. James De Jonge. event Saturday in one of the held at North Street Christian Merritt L. Smith. Washington, third and A1 Glupker at first
were in charge of Mrs. John Friday’s attendance was 14,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Machiele roughest races in years. Last Reformed Church Sunday even D.C., chairman of the commit- base.
Brower. Mrs. Van Doorink and Saturday’s weather-curtailedtota
year,
Ken
Knowlton’s
Mesoma
ing,
July
11
at
9
p,nt
John
Keunand children spent the holiday
Monday, the Dutchmen found
tee for local arrangement.The
ing will be director. Those attend- MayflowerHotel will be head- Kalamazoo Sutherlandcould live Mrs. Ben Lehman. A basket pic- was 9,000 and Sunday’s figure
weekend in McBain with friends. won, but did not race this year.
Everything from calms to ing are asked to take their Psalm quarters.
Senior Christian Enup to its high rating when they nic Cooperative supper was en- was 13,000.Total attendance for
joyed by the 30 attending.
last week through Sunday was
books.
squalls
plagued
the
34
boats,
deavor will meet Wednesday
This is the first World Con- were bombarded twice in a mornMr. and Mrs. Garry Aalderink 73,000—" • good week.’
Miss Mary Ann Veldhuis pro- vention held in the United States ing-night doubleheaderat Riverevening in the chapel. There will which were delayed in starting
YOU* HOSTS!
visited their son and wife, Mr. and
attendance,
Despte the heavy
hei
be a group discussion on "Per- from Chicago more than an hour vided special music at the Sec since 1921 when meetings were view Park, 13-1 And 10-2.
FAUl AND IONA VjkN RAALTI
Mrs.
Laveme
^alderink
at
Camp
Broad said that tllttypfci
sonal Evangelism" with Harvey because of a severe storm. One ond Reformed Church morning in New York Gty. London, EngTo make matters even worse, a
veteran sailor called it "the service singing "Did You Think to land, was the scene of the last former Dutchman player rammed Carson in Colorado where Laveme spaces were available todayFROM POSTOfflCI
Van Farowe as leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Veldman roughest crossing we’ve ever had." Pray?" and "Neafer Still Nearer." convention held in 1950. The In- a one-hitter at the Dutchmen in ia stationed for military training. tent and both electrical and non*
The Hamilton Board of Educa- electrical for trailers.
arrived at the home of their
Hilaria crossed the finish line Mrs. Jack Daniels of Holland sang ternational Society of Christ- the first game as Rog Eggers
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Veld- first off the Saugatuck pier heads ‘Teach Me to Pray" at the even tian Endeavor, which is compos- hurled sparkling ball for Suther- tion reports that a 54 passenger
. CLOUD SUNDAYS
school bus has been purchasedto
Lake Superior is the largest of
man, last Tuesday after spend- at 10:28 Saturday morning for a ing service.
ed of societies in North America, land. Left Fielder A1 Dykema got
ing the last six months in time of 15 hours, six minutes and The K.Y.B. Auxiliary of the is planning a Fellowship Tour to an infield safety in the fourth convey local students to Holland the Great Lakes.
Phoenix, Am. They visited re- 45 seconds to beat second-place Second Reformed Church is hold- the northeastern states following inning to ruin Eggers’ bid for a High School for the coming school
year.
latives for a few days and are Freebooter of Chicago by nine ing its monthly meeting at the the convention. >.
no-hitter. The Holland right
Harry J. Lampen, local hardnow residing at their home in minutes. On corrected time, how- home of Mrs. J.C. Bouwens, on
hander attends Western Michi
ware dealer, is listed among poScrappy rays:
Grand Rapids.
ever, Hilaria won by more than Cherry St., Tuesday afternoon.
gan College.
tentialjurors of the county to be
Norman J. Hop who had a an hour with a figure of 14:44:37. Mr. and Mrs. Donald De Bruyn,
Jack Kempker absorbed the loss
Scrap mutt ba freed from m stall
called for the trial of Dr. Kenneth
month’s leave with his parents, Many of the boats finished late East Central Ave., are the parin the first game while Jim Prins
poisonous to itoel
load, zinc, brats,
B.
Small
at
Allegan
County
Court
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop, left for, Saturday night with the last ents of a son, Kenneth Lee, bom
was battered 'in the second conAlameda. Calif where he is in yacht delayed until 2 Sunday at Holland Hospital, Friday, June Admitted to Holland Hospital test. The Dutchmen were held to House on July 12.
copper tin.
Friday were Gerrit Bronkhorst, five hits in the nightcap.
number of Hamilton Boy
the Coa&t Guard.
morning. The late finish curtailed 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Veldman and participation in the LMYC-sponThe Rev. Jacob Brouwer, re- route 1, Holland;Steven Fonger, Holland gets a short rest before Scouts Troop 33 have been on a
their children and grandchildren sored regatta— only 22 boats tired, of Holland, was guest 301 East 13th St.; Warner Hill, 165 its next game—
league en- camping trip at Camp Ottawa
matsriali
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. showed up for the Sunday events. preacher
Faith Reformed Manley; Fred Scheerhorn, 197 East counter wth the Zeeland Chix in near Newaygo with many other
always baying
Scouts of the Chippewa district.
Clifford Veldman in Coopersville Also participating in the Chi- Church last Sunday. Miss Sheila Eighth St.; Mrs. George Van Rhee, Zeeland Friday night
Daily Vacation Bible School
Monday to celebrate Mr. Veld- cago to Saugatuck race was Hollis Tenckinck provided special music route 3; Mrs. Albert Timmer, 671
The standings:
will be held at the Overisel church
man’s birthday anniversary.* In- Baker’s Whisper. One boat, Ran- at the morning services and Mrs. Myrtle Ave.; Tom Schippa. route
Pet
the week of July 12. Local chilcluded in the group besides those goon, ran into an extremely severe Harold Flag of Holland at the 1; Raymond Weener. route 2; BarriMboAMkh.
Grand Haven
.667
120 River Ave.
bara Klomparens, 616 State St.;
dren
from .kinderkartento the
mentioned were Mr. and Mrs. storm and had its mast broken.
evening service.
Zeeland
.600
Ted Knap and children,Mr. and
8th graders arc invited to attend
In the Muskegon to Macatawa Frances Dykhuis, Geraldine Walter Robert Bums, 613 Lugers
South Haven
.600
Mrs. Dave Veldman, Mr. and Mrs. race Saturday, Queen’s Cup win- Krans and Mary Nykamp are re- Rd.
and transportation will be fui>
Holland
.500
A1 Gemmcn and Larry, Mr. and ner Fleetwood of Chicago finish- presenting Faith Reformed diurch Discharged Friday were William
nished by bus from the Reformed
Cedar Springs
.000
Mrs. Jerome Dyke and family, ed seventh, but was first on cor- at the Camp Geneva conference Helder, 359 College Ave.; Ardith
Church grounds.
1.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Ohlman and rected time. Revenge, owned by this week. Others of the church Lynn Wyrick, 255 East 13th St.;
Mrs. Clinton Klingenberg was
2.
children and Mr. and Mrs. Harris
soloist at the evening service of
MBYCs Harold Sears and Charles who have attended previously in- Gordon Scheerhorn, 430 Elm St.;
Veldman and Marcia.
the
local
Reformed
Church
last
Bissell, crossed the line first, but clude; Janice Luurtsema, Mary Duane and Delwyn Grissen, 1513
3.

angular race off Holland Harbor Sunday morning. The race, sponsored by Lake Michigan
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Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

SINGLE SALES COST

fifth on corrected Mulder, Sharon Wiersma, Barb- Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mrs. Ronald
ara Kooiman. Ruth Ann Berg- Shindle, 346% River Ave.,* Mrs.
In Sunday’s regatta, the boats horst, Judy Wiersma and Beverly Louis Bell, route 2; Mrs. Harold
Streur and baby, 56 West 19th St.;
New York Minister
raced on a 10-mile triangular Post.
course starting from Holland Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra of Hope Mrs. Gordon Veurink and baby,
Mrs. Edith Walvoord announces
State Park’s pier heads in hazy College was in charge of services 25% East Seventh St.; Barbara
the approaching marriage of Miss
at First Reformed Church on Klomparens,616 State St.
weather Sunday morning.
Minnie Verhowe of Holland to the
Admitted Saturday was Mrs.
Sunday
while the pastor, the Rev.
Hilaria took second in Gass A
Rev. Gerard M. Van Pemis of
John den Ouden, conducted ser- Henry Zoet, 608 Central Ave.
competition
while
Revenge
. took
Williamson,N. Y. The wedding
Discharged Saturday were Mrs,
third. Winning the race in that vices at the Reformed church in
will take place in early autumn.
Hull, Iowa, from which church Henry Vredeveld, route 1; Bertha
class was Gypsy of Chicago.
Miss Verhowe has operated a milSal, route 1, Hamilton;Mrs. HerWhisper took sixth in Gass B he received a call.
linery shop in Zeeland for several
The Ladies’ Trio composed of man Heerspink, route 2; Mrs. Bert
which was won by Corona. Highyears.
light Too of Chicago won Gass C Mrs. L. Meengs, Mrs. D. Elzinga Bruursema and baby, 4 South
and W. D. Nansan’s Rarotonga of and Mrs. K. De Jonge, furnish- River; Ceste De Boe, 1558 Ottawa
MBYC took third. Fleetwoodwon ed special music at the First Re- Beach Rd.
Discharged Sunday were Dale
Gasa D and Lively Lady of Chi- formed Church morning service.
cago was the winner in the Uni- They sang ‘'He’ll Understandand Van Liere, 202 West 32nd St.; Mrs.
Say, ‘Well Done’ Campbell Jerry Geerts. 380 Fourth Ave.
versal Gass.
45J W. 22nd St. Phon. 6-8042
Sunday night, some of the Chi- Thurmon Rynbrandt of Holland Admitted Monday were Mrs.
cage-bound
boats participated in played a trombone solo at the James Moore, 94 \yest Seventh St.;
Fine Furniture for
evening service.
Ronald Kuyers, route 3.
another race back to Chicago.
FashionableHomes
Three Zeeland boys who were
Discharged Monday were Martin
in attendanceat the 1954 Boys' B. Nienhuis, route 5: Mrs. Henry
FURNITURE
Two Cars Djamaged
State Conferenceat East Lansing HeUenthal, 46 East Sixth St.; Mrs.
LAMPS
CARPET
Two cars were damaged when were elected to office* by the Elmer Vander Kolk and baby,
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING they collided at Eighth St. and delegates.Jack Faber was elect- route 6; Mrs. Walter Bums, 613
city councilman, Edgar Uigers Rd.; Tom Schippa, route 1.
Columbia Ave, Friday evening.
CUSTOM FINISHING
Involved were cars driven by Geerlings was chosen as justice
Hospital births include a daugh•mi REFINISHING
Audley Pelon, 17, route 3, and of the peace and Tom Bloemsma ter, Jan Lorean, bom Friday to
Paul Broughton, 25, of 22 East was named coroner.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Smeenge, 447
16th St., Damage to the *49 model
Members of the sixth grade of West Main, Zeeland; twin girls,
Pelon car was estimatedat $20 the public and Christian schools Karen Sue and Kathy Lynn, bom
and to the Broughton ‘50 model of Zeeland who served as safety Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. John
car at $100, police said.
patrols enjoyed an interestingex- Blacquiere,330 Howard Ave.; a
perience last Wednesday when son, Marillo, bom Saturday to Mr.
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Hamilton on July

5. Business
According to sheriffs officers, places were closed.The Post OfWiersema said he fell asleep at fice remained open until 9 a.m.
the wheel. Damage to the 1939 and no rural deliveryservice.
A few Hamilton men employed
model car was estimated at $250.
Moderate speed by both autos by the local Farm Bureau, includprevented a serious crash at 7:50 ing Bert Tien, Gene Boerigter,
p.m. Monday on 96th Ave., three Justin Sale, Robert Johnson and
Gordon Boerigter attended a
miles south of Zeeland.
A car driven by Russell G. meeting in Detroit at the Statler
Homkes, 45, of 500 West 32nd St., Hotel and also attended a ball
travelingnorth on 96th Ave., game later at Briggs Stadium.
All registered voters of Heath
pulled into the left lane to pass
another auto, and hit an oncoming township are called out to vote on
August 3, at Hamilton Community
car head-on.
Homkes was going uphill when Auditoriumas to whether a franhe attempted to pass a car that chise shall be granted to the
pulled out of a side road. The on- Michigan Gas and Electric Comcoming car, driven by Lloyd N. pany to furnish gas to the resiImmink, 18, of route 5, Holland, dent^ of the township. The propulled off the road to avoid a ject involves the use of property
for the laying of pipes.
crash.

Both cars were practicallystopped when they hit. Damage to the
1949 model Homke* car was estithey went to Chicago to watch and Mrs. Jesus Centeno, route 4; a mated at $100 and at $125 to the
the Chicago White Sox and the son, Willard, Jr., bom Saturday to 1953 Immink car.
Detroit Tigers play in Comiskey Mr. and Mrs. Willard Van Den
Park. They also visited the De- Berge, route 3.
Local Couple Visits
troit Tigers dugotrtjvhere they
A son, Michael Lee, bora Saturwere to meet the ballplayersupon day to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mil- Accident Victims
invitation of George Zuverink, ler, route 1; a daughter bom SunMiss Audrey Speer and Bill
Tiger pitcher. They were guests day to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ken- Vander Yacht of Holland went to
of the Zeeland Kiwanis Gub and dall, 401 Howard Ave.; a son,
Fort Wayne, Ind., Saturday to
made the trip to Chicago In pri- Donald Gene, bom Monday to Mr. visit Mrs. Harley Hill of Holland,
vate cars furnished by members and Mrs. Douglas Bronson,route who has been a patient at Park
of the dub.
2; a daughter, Nancy Sue, bom View Memorial Hospital there
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence since an automobileaccident last
Overbeek, 749 Michigan Ave.
week Sunday.
Closes With Profram
A daughter, Kathleen Ann, bom
Mrs. Hill and two of her chilImmanuel Bible School
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene dren, Nancy, three months old,
Gillette*
West 17th St.; a and Butch, three years, were /inImmanuel Church Bible School daughter, Maryanne, born Monday
jured along with Mrs. HlU’s sisclosed its 10-day session Friday
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Buurma, ter, Mrs. Ellery Flaugh.
night with a program in the 234 West Hth St.; a son, Jim ArnMrs. Hill is being treated for a
church in which all children took old, bom today to Mr. and Mrs.
badly fractured arm and leg. Her
part An average of 250 attended Morris Skaalen, 25 East 21st St
arm has been set and her leg
the daily
will be in traction for about six
Study thome in the beginner’s
weeks before further treatment.
departmentswas "Learning God’s Stoffer Waterham, 63,
Nancy has both legs in casts and
Ways," primary department,"Bi- Dies •{ Long Illness
is suffering from shock. Butch
ble Boats,” and junior department
was to- be released from the
‘The Christian’sWalk and Talk.”
Stoffer Waterham, 63, died* Hospital Monday after treatment
Monday afternoonof a lingering for a crecked colar bone
1
lea- illness at his home, 192 West 19th
Mr. Hill and three sons were
is so great that crocodile*are St
expected to return to Holland
scarce in many areas of
William, ot

4.

Kenneth Heuvelman and Mrs.
James Haan, local school instructors, and Miss Dorothy Immink
of the Hamilton area are taking a
six week study course at Western
Michigan college in Kalamazoo.
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At

FAIR PRICES

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
3S4

CENTRAL AVE

PHONE 2677

WiMhg

Answer False Alarm
Only one fire call was recorded
in the city during the past holiday weekend and that was a
false alarm late Sunday afternoon at Fairbanks Ave. . and
Sixth SL

AnnoincsMMls
Sou« tliacti Fill wM each
•rim of Wcddinf Imfoasrp,

Special
Die monthly monetary loss from
fires In the United States amounts
to approximately$75 million dol-

Prilling

lars.

8%

tfawinfl b

bRURd *• coum troubleif yo*r

Sunday.
Scheduled ball games for this
week on the local diamond are
Men’s Teams for July 7: Overisel vs. Bentheim 7:15 p.m., and
ZEELAND (Special) — Leroy Zeeland vs. Hamilton 8:30 p.m.
Wiersema, 18, of 21 160th Ave., Girls teams will play on July 9,
was issued a ticket for failureto Overisel vs. Oakland 7:15 p.m. and
have his car under control follow- East Saugatuck vs. Hamilton
ing an accident on 64th Ave., 31 8:30 p.m.
There was little activity in
miles south of M-21 at 3:30 a.m.

SEMI-ANNUAL PAYMENTS
SELECTED CAREFUL DRIVERS
SAVINGS SHARED MUTUALLY

Arrange that epeetal butlneee appointment at The
•for Kaldar. Alrcondltloned

with only nationallyidvar*
tleed beveragea. open far
yo«r eonvenlenee from naan
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HO ORE WHO HAS EVER BEEN

bcMm«nf

aquan Inch and fnciudo Jocter and stewor
man and womso atudanta. Tit mala floor
iociudsstwo larga handball courts plus effko and

of

of arary

Carotgie Gyaoatiumon flop* CoJJof*conpua would

facliitios

IN (li*

•ror boliortthin is so much room. Originally con-

gym and liisaftr. nauf of tbo rooms
wars west* spot* wbon iho building was usod ticlutlrolf at a gym. Curront romodallngplana mate uso
ttructodat both a

lor

classroomspact. Tte largo playing floor, oqual in slso
to ths Armory floor, will bo hid with now hardwood
Hooting. Tbo project Is a tributeto jock Sebouttu, J009
time member of tbe AthleticDepartment.

Dutchmen Shade

In the fourth, Holland threat- THREE HOLLAND TEACHERS pooM oa tte steps to tho Dated Hottas
when Dykema and Kempker baadquartarawbllo In Now York to attand tbo annual National Educatioa
singled around two strikeouts, conreniion. Loll to right aro Mrs. Edwin McCarty, who tougBt third gratia

THIS PICTURE WAS TAKEN at

but Sandahl flied out to end the

Friday looking east on Eighth St. showing dark v

electrical

cloud overhead which a few minutes latei' let
loose with a rainstorm that almost deluged the
town, overflowing gutters and 4ashing utility
lines. Street lights we/e turned on and motorist
turned on car lights when skies darkened. Only
the east and south horizons were light. Up to

circuits in Holland area, but all service was

ened

inning.

Muskegon, 3-2

Muskegon’s run in the fourth
came on a walk, single and in-

at Longfollow School: Miss Barbara Lampan. history toachar at Junior High

School and Mrs. Denial Paul, who taachas second grade at Longfollow.
TSoy^oro among 20M0 toachors from all over tho Doited States to as*
sambla In Now York for the NEA'a 92nd mootingJuno 2t through July 2.

5:15 p.m.

early Saturday, rainfall measured .81 inch. The

storm knocked out several telephone

expected restored by early evening. There
was a minimum of damage in power wires. For
photo enthusiasts, this picture was taken at
F/8.at 1/25 second on Type B film. .

and the second and last
was scored after
a walk, sacrifice and single.
Paris Offers Tourists
overslid tne bag. Later in the
(Sentinelphoto)
inning, Muskegon’s Morse singled
Score AI 3
to center.
Of Historical,
In the sixth,. Muskegon’s Billjujrt look. They seem to spot the
First
ings clouted a double into centourists and the prices are high.
in Local
By Bill Butler
bleau, the hunting lodge of the
ter, but lost an excellent scoring
In First;
PARIS, FRANCE — We are in Kings of France. Situated in the Then I suppose this is the same
opportunity when he tried to
the world over.
Paris ready to see the sights,
middle of a large forest Fontaineto
stretch it into a triple.Second
the historical statues, buildings, bleau is one of the most beauti- We notice a great many signs
baseman Bill Sandahl took the
churches, and museums. Today ful palaces in France. The apart- in Europe announcing that they
Hurls Five-Hitter
throw from Lou Humbert, then
we will travel around Paris and ments of Napoleon and Maris- are a member of the Anglowhipped the ball to third baseHospital
we no doubt will be very busy Antoinettq are especiallyinterest- American Tourist Assodationand
Holland’s Flying Dutchmen man Bob Van Dyke to nail the
a sign that they have people that
while we are here for a few short ing.
found revenge mighty sweet runner.
speak English, French and
John F. Donnelly, chairman of days.
You will no doubt remember
Five singles in the first were it
Thursday night as they scored
The tour of Paris began as we that Versailles was built by the usually one other language.
three runs in the first inning, as far as Dutchman scoring was the Hospital Board, today announc<4
went down the Champs-Elysees fabulous Louis XIV. It is still con- We did not feo into the old
then held on behind Jack Kemp- concerned, but it was enough.
church, The Sacred Heart, as
ed appointmentof a finance com- to the Arch of Triumph where
ker’s masterful, five-hitpitching
After Sandahl had fanned to mittee which will promote the new we made a short stop to take sidered by the French people, and they were just completingtheir
I suppose many others, as one of noon Mass. This is supposed to
to nip Muskegon Home Furnace, open the inning, Mack and Bob
pictures and listened to the his3-2.
Vah Dyke slammed singles into additionfor Holland Hospital.John tory that our woman guide ran the great show places of the con- be one of the oldest churches.
tinent. We no doubt would not
Kempker was in control all the left field. When Lou Humbert H. Van Dyke, member of the HosWe could see a good deal of
in her best English.
be a good judge as we have not the city from this point due to
way as he mowed down the popped up to the third baseman, pital Board, will *erve as chair- through
We climbed back into the bus been able to spend enough time
Fumacemen, striking out nine Ron Boeve cracked another single man.
v
and proceeded with much rattle there to see all the many build- the nice suAny day. We were
and allowing only single runs in into left to score Mack. Left field
The work will be divided into two
glad to have this after arriving
and roar, as the bus was a large
the fourth and fifth innings.
was the target for the fourth parts, a city committeewhich will diesel that made a lot of noise. ings and rooms. There are the in the rain. We have noticed that
many large and small rooms like a good deal of repairing and reSome wild base-running on the time as Al Dykema clobbered a work on a get-out-the-vote program
part of Muskegon helped the single and Bob Van Dyke came and promote the 5500,000 bond We much prefer our American one sees in many of the castles building has been done. There is
buses that we have been riding of Europe. This is in fair state of
Dutchmen, hpwever. In fact, hpme with a second run.
issue at the primary electionAug.
this to remember, however, the
Muskegon probably would have Yskes finishedscoring with the 3, and a township committeewhich around in Europe most of the repair and while there are a num- main part qf the city is not intime.
ber of places where there could dustrial so only the industrial
tied the game in the ninth if it fifth single— to right for a change will organize a fund drive to raise
The bus continued on to Con- be considerable cleaning done to
hadn't been for one of those "mis- —that scored Boeve. i
parts were bombed. We noticed
3175,000 among residents and incord Square, where during the my way of thinking, this is only
cues" on the basepaths.
some of this in the industrial
From then on, however. Muske- dustriesin the Holland area.
Revolutionthe guillitine worked,
.
Muskegon’s Sopermah blasted gon's Eaton held the Dutchmen William H. Boer will serve as and were told more about the my opinion.
a drive into right field to open under his thumb as he limited chainrtan of the city committee. city and the many points of in- We understandthat the Rockefeller Foundation has been genthe ninth, but was cut down by them to a total of three hits in He is one of five members of the terest.
erous with their money in the reright fielder Ron Van Dykes throw the remaining eight innings for city committee appointed by
The Germans did not bomb
to shortstop Paul Mack when he a total of eight safeties.
Mayor Harry Harrington.Other Paris, because they expected it pair of Versailles.There are a Classes
members are William C. Vanden- for themselves, accordingto our great number of trees and bushes.
berg, Sr., H. S. Maentz, Peter guide. Many of the buildings still They are not very well trimmed
Kromann
and Randall C. Bosch. have bullet marks in them how- and the gardens, while they are In
dt
huge, could stand some of the real
Clarence Jalving will serve as ever.
horticultural know-how of the
chairman of the township commitWe saw the hundreds of sectee consistingof nine members, ond-hand bookstalls on both sides other European countries.
France does not seem to keep
three each from Park, Holland and of the Seine River, and more of
Fillmore townships. These mem- the government buildings,as well their parks and gardens in very
bers were appointed by the town- as our embassy, with the Ameri- good condition. We think they
Music Director Art Hills of
could do wonders with the large
ship boards. From Holland town- can flag flying.
the Holland Public Schools said
areas that they have in these
ship are Walter Vander Haar,
Saturday that the summer inAs many of you may know the
Ralph D. Eash and Russell J. traffic in Paris is another one of many large grounds and parks. strumental program will begin
Bouws. From Park township are the many things one must reckon It may be that they do not have this week.
the money. It is at least one of
Jalving, Henry Costing and Dr. H. with. Sunday is quite a good day
Students from grade school
the opinions that I heard stated
P. Harms. From Fillmore town- to go sightseeing because the
through high school will be eliwhen I talked about the wonderMr. ond Mrs. Adrian Vredeveld
(Bulford photo)
ship are Ted Hoeksema, Henry trafficis light.
gible to enroll for class instrucful possibilities.
der Wall, Edna, Esther and Mary
Miss
Corrlne
Ruth
Cnossen
Vander Plow and Peter Bosch.
tion
and
band
and
orchestral
reAfter the tour of Paris in the
We saw the Hall of Mirrors
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Jane Hossink, and Eleanor and Jo
The finance committee held its morning, also including the
where the Versailles Treaty was hearsals.
first meeting Thursday night at the Eiffel Tower. Die Palace of InThe
$3 entry fee covers cost Cnossen, 88 East 17th St., became Kloosterman.
signed during 1919, the artificial
The bride, a graduate of Holland
hospitalto outline plans for organ- valides, built by Louis XIV for
for instruction and also rental the bride of Adrian Vredeveld, son
lakes and the fountains that
izing the program. The township wounded soldiers, Napoleon's
of an instrument if a school in- of Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Vredeveld, ChristianHigh School, attended
were not running because of the
program also involves special tomb, with the light of the dome expense. They only run them a strument is used. However, most 15 West Central Ave., Zeeland, in Calvin College and is employed as
bookkeeper at Vandenberg
gifts, gifts from industries and reflectingon the crypt, and the
studentswill have to provide a double ring ceremony June 22 in
few minutes at a time on certain
home canvass.Several other ap- tomb of MarshallFoch. The Offitheir own, as the school supply Sixteenth Street Christian Reform- Buick. Mr. Vredeveld, a Zeeland
occasions,according to our guide.
High School graduate, is employed
pointments will be made later.
is limited and there are never ed Church.
cer’s Training School of the 18th
The Trainons, the first one
Traditional wedding music was by Consumer’s Power Co.
century, an ancient EgyptianObe- built by Ixmis XIV for Madame enough to go around.
The following list will tell the played by Miss LaMae Zwiers, For their wedding trip to Nialisk, brought from Egypt (only de Maintenon and The Petit
one\couldbe brought because of Trainon, originallybuilt for the student what day to come on organist, and Don Van Gelderen gara Falls and Canada, Mrs. Vrewho sang "O Perfect Love,” and develd wore a beige silk print
the weight) and many other Madame du Barry by Louis XV, this week:
Tuesday July 6. Junior High; "The Lord’s Prayer” while the dress with white accessories and
buildingsof historical interest, we this was the one used by MarieWednesday July 7. Van Raalte; couple knelt. The Rev. Arthur a white rose corsage. They will
returned home to eat lunch be- Antoinette).
fore setting out on the afftrnoon
Then we walked around in a Thursday. July 8, Longfellow; Hoogstrate read the 8 p.m. service live at Pine St.. Zeeland.
Following rehearsal Monday
Friday July 9. Lincoln; Monday before a setting of palms, ferns,
portion of sightseeingParis.
great many rooms and viewed
candelabra
and
altar
bouquets
of
night,
parents of the groom enterJuly
12,
*
After lunch we continued on the many rooms and the furnishGRAND RAPIDS, Michigan
All students were to report for white peonies, snapdragons and tained the -bridal party at their
with
our
tour
of
Paris.
The
first
ings.
I
must
say
that
if
you
plan
A severe wind storm near Moline
the first day as listed above at orchid gladioli.White bows and home.
in AUegan County about 15 miles stop was the Palace of Louvre. on seeing all the many histori9 a.m. for time and lesson assign- greens marked the pews.
Showers for the bride were given
According
to
our
guide,
there
are,
cal
parts
of
Paris
it
would
take
south of here caused damage
ment. Mrs. Wanda Rider has been
A
strapless gown of white satin by Miss Kay Cnossen, Mrs. Glenn
six
distinct
museums
combined
in
a great many days. We recomestimated at 350,000Friday night.
engaged to instruct all string was worn by the bride, fashioned Geerlings. Mrs. L. Vredeveld and
Allegan County sheriff’s officers the buildings.One could, no mend doing the parts that you
students. All string players with a full skirt with a scalloped Miss Wilma Vredeveld.
doubt,
spend
many
days
here
are
interested
in
first
and
then
reported that four bams were
met
Tuesday morning at 9 a.m. lace cutaway skirt and long train.
without
seeing
the
whole
museum.
going back to pick up some of
flattened and many trees upin room 1 of the Junior High Bldg. The fitted chantilly lace jacket
A
quick
run
through
for
about
the
places
that
you
missed.
rooted. Heaviestdamage was on
The Holland senor band will featured a peter pan collar and
a farm owned by Lawrence J. three hours touched on some of This afternoon we are going rehearse everjrThursdayeven- long sleeves. Her fingertipveil of
the
high spots, viewing the build- to Versaillesand we will take anDeHaan who lost a barn, chicken
ing at 7:30 p.m. in the Band illusion was held in place by a
coop and tool shed. He estimated ings inside and out, and of course other quick look at some of the Room. A trip to Chicago in Aug- satin lace-covered crown. She carthe headless winged victory, shops and restaurants with their
the storm caused a "conservative
Venus de Milo, and Mona Lisa, by sideWalk cafes as we travel along. ust will be the climax of the ried a casade bouquet of white Extra
325,000’’ damage to his farra^
Leonardo da Vinci. The Mona
Also we see some of the city summer rehearsals. First senior roses. The bride was given in marResidents at Moline believed a
Lisa
was
stolen and is now pro- parks and the wide and narrow band rehearsal will be on Thurs- riage by her father.
new educational building
tornado had hit the area but the
Mr. ond Mrs. Mormon Poul Unsmo
Miss Katherine Cnossen. sister
tected by a glass frame, since it streets, then the more than 50 day, July 8.
(Richmond photo) weather bureau here said there
In the grade and junor high of the bride, was maid of honor, addition to BeechwoodReformwas
recovered
to prevent further bridges. '
A waltz-lengthgown of gossa- dants. Miss Lavina De Weerd was was no evidence o* a tomldo.
theft of the picture.
We see more book stalls and divisionsbeginning classes as well and. Miss Della Cnossen, also a ed Church Is in regular use folmer sheer nylon tulle was worn maid of honor and Miss Mary Jane
From the Louvre we continue places where they sell prints and as more advanced classes will sister, and Miss Wilma Vredeveld, lowing dedication ceremonies last
by Miss Crystal Mae De Weerd De Weerd, bridesmaid. They were
Hospital Differential
to Notre Dame, world famed paintings and a great number of be held. Scheduling will be made sister of the groom, were brides- week.
for her marriage to Norman Paul gowned identicallyin petal pink
cathedral.Notre Dame was begun people strolling along and look- n that there will be no conflict maids. They wore identicalballerCeremonies, which also marked
Unema on June 25 in First Hudson- nylon eyelet organdy ballerina Rate Is Abolished
ina gowns of white eyelet batiste
about 1163 and finishedabout ing in the shop windows as well with the sports school.
ville Christian Reformed Church.
dresses styled with V necklines
the
tenth anniversary of tha
over pink taffeta. The gowns had
1270. The magnificent old wo*^- as sitting in the parks and alorig
Differential rates at Holland
The gown featured a pleated mo- nipped-in bodices and full skirts.
standawaynecklines with cape church, Included messages of constaiqed
glass windows in the the sidewalks. They say that if
Driver Issued Ticket
tif at the V neckline, basque bodice They wore wide sashes of matching Hospital have been abolished as
collars, full skirts and pink ribbon
Cathedral are especially beautiand short pleated sleeves with taffeta and carried white straw of July 1, following the signing ful. and represent a skill of glass you sit long enough in a place Melvin Nykajnp, 19,- route 3, sashes. Their basket-type bouquets gratulation from several churchea
you
will
see
most
of
your
friends
Alencon lace applique.The fullness basket purses with arrangements of agreements on the part of
Zeeland,was issued a ticket for were of pink daisies and they also and the HoUand Classis.
dying that is no longer known, pass. We do not seem to have
The new addition consists of
failure to keep an assured clear
of her circular skirt was empha- of pink majestic daisies and pink Holland, Park and Fillmore towntime to try this. At least we have distancedhead following a col- wore headpieces of daisies. The eight Sunday school classrooms, <
ships to assume their just share according to our guide.
sized with a scroll embroideryof and white moonglow streamers.
dresses were made by the bride a pastor’s study, kitchenette,
After the Louvre we went not so far.
lision with a car driven by AnAlencon lace and silk ribbon. Her
Arthur Petroelje assistedthe of the operating deficit, the through the Latin Quarter crossand mistress of ceremonies.
This
morning
I
neglected
to
veil of French illusion was held in groom as best man and grooms- amount to come from contingency
drew Machiela, 18, route J, Zee- Glenn Geerlings assistedas best consistory room and ladies room.
ed the Seine and headed back to report that we stopped at the
In the past 10 years the church
land, on East Eighth St. near the
place by a Juliet nylon tulle cap. man was Gordon Grevengoed funds at the end of the fiscal
our hotel where we washed up highest spot in Paris, Montman and ushers were Dale Cnos- has paid off $100,000 on obligarailroaddepot
Sunday evening.
She carried a white Bible with Ushers were Melvin De Weerd. year.
For several years, the hospi- and then went to the Eiffel martre, and looked around at the Damage to Nykamp’s ’49 model sen, the bride’sbrother,and Jerry tions and carried on a fuU church
white phalenopsis and pink steph- cousin of the bride, and Martin
tal
had maintaineda differentialTower for our dinner. The view small shops and studios.This is car was estimated at 1300 and to Kruithof, cousin of the groom. Mr. and mission program.
anotis and pink and white moon- Dykstra. Die candles were lit by
rate
in which patients outside of the city at sunset and the the spot where all the artists live Machlela’s ’52 model car at |50, and Mrs. Donald Johnson were
glow streamers. Her pearls were Norman De Weerd, the bride’s
lights coming on at dusk was ex- and work. They say that they are
master and mistress dt ceremonHolland dty paid a slightlyhigha gift of the groom.
police said.
brother, and Ronald Vander Molen.
Mrs. Anna Mulder, 78,
quisite.
ies.
allowed
to
run
this
part
of
the
er
fee.
The bride is the daughter of Master and mistress of ceremonies
The TV station is atop the dty with their own government.
For her daughter’s wedding, Diet at Holland Home
Mrs. Henry H. De Weerd, 84 West were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
tower and they' say that they Here again my French was not Car Rolls Over
Mrs. Cnossen wore a rust and gray
Chicago Dr., Hudsonville, and the Smith, brother-in-lawand sister of Bike Rider Injured
have the best signal in Europe, good enough to find out if this is
A
car driven by Jack Gogolia print dress and a corsage of yellow
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. the groom.
Beatrice Dams 12, of 200 East but the rottenest programs.I did fact or fiction.
25, of 156 West 12th St., went roses and carnations.Mrs. Vrede- Mrs. Annq Mulder, 78, former
Peter Unema, 33 West 21st St,
A reception for 160 guests was 14th St., was treated at Holland not have time to find out if this It was a nice warm sunny noon- out of control and rolled over on veld wore a pink and black print Grand Haven resident,died at the
HoUand.
held in the church parlors. Serving Hospital for cuts and bruises re- was a fact. We did not. however,
dress and a similar corsage in HoUand Home in Grand Rapids
The Rev. Emo F. J. Van Hal- were Misses Margaret Lee Van ceived Thursday afternoon when notice many people looking at TV day and the area was well filled US-31 three miles north of pink.
with people. The usual amount Saugatuck Saturday afternoonat
of a heart attack suffered at the
sema performed the double ring Heukelum, Rosalie Krikke, Mary a bicycle she was riding and a or many antennas. They may
At the reception in the church dinner table Sunday noon. She
of tourists from all parts of 4:30 Gogolin was trying to avoid
service in the church auditorium Jane Kolenbrander, Esther and car driven by Mineard Klokkert, have sets but not antennas.
America as well as a great many a car making a "U” turn in front basement for 80 guests, Mr. and had spent th* past 11 years at
decorated with pink and white Arlene De Weerd and Arlene Maat- 41, of 141 Reed Ave., collided on
The next day we went to Fon- other parts of the world were of him. The other car did not Mrs. Larry Hewit sang, Miss Della thp. Homq. She was bom in the
altar bouquets, palms, seven**
Lincoln Ave. near 14th St. Police tainebleau.On our way we stop- there.
stop. Deputy Henry Bouwman in- Cnossen gave a reading, Mr. Van Netherlands Dec. 6, 1875, and
branch candelabraand pew can- Mrs. Carl Prins and Miss Terry continued their investigation to- ped off at Barbizon which is
If you must go sight-seeingthis vestigated and estimateddamage Gelderen sang and Rev. Hoog- came to this country as a child.
delabra. ’ Bless These Two” and Brummel arranged the gifts and day.
famous as the homes of many time of the year expect to see and at $1,000 to the ’53 model strate gave closing remarks and She was a member of the Se<s
^Together Life’s Pathway We Mr. and Mrs. Justin Petroelje prewell known painters. We visited hear a lot of English spoken in Gogolin car. prayer.
Reformed Church.
: by Miss Evelyn
Today 58 per cent of America’s one of the homes of Millet, a these meccas for traveling,sightsided at the punch bowl.
Mr. and Mrs. William
John Mulder, died
was accompanied
45,000,000 households are home- convertedbarn where he painted seeing people from all parts of
Certain species of shell fish have presided at the
At the reception solos were sung
i Tibbe, organist,who
owners, compared with 43.8 per ’The Man With the Hoe.” “The the world are here. They are from 14,000 to 15,000 lenses, or Misses Norria
wedding marches. by Miss Huizenga and William Van cent in 1940, a newspaper survey Gleaners.”and ’The Angleus.” mostly looking around. We find separate eyes, in each of their Vander W,
m, --- -Heukelum.
has revealed.
We continuedon to Fontaine- that this is quite a good idea to
eyes.
oervuig
field out,

tally in the fifth
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Church Ceremony Unites Couple

WANT-ADS
LOANS

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $500
Hniiamd Loan Association
10 West 8th Street HoUand

Adv.

Fonner Resident
And Daughter Hort

h

Fatal

Accident

A fonner Holland man and his
daughter were seriouslyinjured in
• two-car crash on US-181 to Antrim county near Mancetona Monday noon which took the Uvea of
two Grand Rapids Navy veterans.
Daniel J. (Don) Zwemer, 53, of
Marquette, formerlyof Holland,
and
his dau
---daughter, Judy, 12, are in
fairly good condition In Kalkaska
Health Center. Zwemer recovered
consciousnessTuesday.
recelved severe multiple body lacerations and possible Internal inJuries. Attendants were fairly certain there were no fractures.Judy
received fractures of both kgs
near the hip* and lacerations.Another occupant of the car, Robert
Plough, 14, atoo of Marquette, received fracturesof both legs.
Killed in the crash were Dominic Amante, 24, and Robert Zalsman, 29, ____
Navy
veterans of Grand
(
__
_
Rapids. Stota polios said Amante
was driving one car with Anthony
Demy, 48, and Zalsman as patsengera. Demy received fractures of
both hips, a fractured aim and
possibleinternal injuries. Amante
died shortly after arrival at Kalkaska Hospital and Zalsman died
five hours kter to MunMi Hoe-

He

_____

Mr. end Mo. Leon Vondsr Yocht
(Von Iwoardsn photo)

A

double ring ceremony per* and carried a colonialbouquet of
formed June 25 in Third Reform- yellow and white carnations.
ed Church united in marriage The flower girl, Mary Jane Van
der Yacht, wore a floor-length
Miss Patricia Van Lente, daughgown of white nylon net with a
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Van hoop skirt, matching head-piece
Lente, 159 Highland Ave., and and mitts. The basket the carried
Leon Vander Yacht son of Mr. contained rose petals. Michael SENTINEL CARRIER Don Dn Kroktr really Rot tfct
pRal
and Mrs. Dirik Vander Yacht 550 Van Lente was ring bearer.
dslhrtring ntwspqpwi during the rainstorm Tuesday aftamoon.
The Zwemer party waa returnPine Crest Dr.
Ha removos his shoos, rolls «p his jtans and bomres moth it's
Earle Van Lente was best man
ing home after spending some
The Rev. C. Walvoord perform- and ushers were Dick Vander
umbrella to keep his supplies nico and dry. Bosidas that, ha rings
time in Holland celebrating the
ed the 8 pm. rites before an ar- Yacht, the groom's brother, and
55th wedding aimivemry of
door bolls and M there s no answor trios to loava the paper inrangement of palms, ferns, cande- Darwin Overway, cousin of the
Zwemer’* parents, Mr. and Mrs.
side the door. Don, the 14-year-old son of Polka Sgt. and Mrs.
labra and bouquets of flowers. bride. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van
P. Zwemer. The anniversary
Isaac
Do
Krokor,
was
snapped
while
walking
kk
boat
an
14th
White satin bows decoratedthe Iwaarden were master and misfaik on June 1 put the family
pews. Miss Mary Lou Van Dyke, tress of ceremonies.
St. naor Washington Bird, during Tuesday afternoon's rain. Thn
celebratedthe event July 4 so that
pianist played the wedding A reception. for 137 guests folrain continued all night and Wednesday and meosarad 1.14
all children and grandchildren
marches and solos ’The Lord’s lowed in Third Church Fellowcould ba present Mn. Don
inches. Predktions call for confinuodcool woathor and maybt
FJUUS— How a ?kir «l IW
of Triumph from the
Prayer” and “Because,” were ship Hall. Gift room attendants
fte Jest rii wtefri leaded ie Jkir fork aboard the Umr
Zwemer is doing secretarialwork
soma
more rain by
(Sentinofphoto)
CS<*p« Srstei. Jfotfcethe brood Krotf and the fiaee
sung
by
Bill
Vander
Yacht
Pabed State* header aai ikw hom there te Grand
were Misses Viola Vander KoUc
at
The Castle this summer.
W Mea The Mm. irhe here beM toBxhv £arope lor
The bride, carrying a colonial and Lillian Van Loo. Mr. and
VoOsad by eor Wedoeadoy.
After hearing of the accident
bouquet of red roses and carna- Mrs. Roger Bartels served punch.
Mn. Zwemer was taken to MusFuneral Rites Held
tions, wore a ballerina gown of
The bride and groom are Holkegon by James Zwemar of Norwhite taffeta covered with em- land High School graduates. She For Bert Brenker
Chest
folk. Va, and Harold McLaan of
broidered net. The gown had a is employed at Holland-Racine
Btntank. CaUf., bar brothers-infitted bodice, tong sleeves and a Shoe Co. and he at Chris-Craft
Funeral services were held
kw,
and boarded a chartered
full hoop skirt A net hat held CorpiNibbel
Tuesday at Nibbelink-Notier Fun
In
plana
for
Kalkaska. James Zwemher illusion veil in place.
For their wedding trip to era! Home for Bert Breuker, 92,
er accompanied her to Kalkaska
for
Mrs. Norma Koster, brides- Niagara Falls, Mrs. Vander former resident of HoUand, who
maid, wore a ballerinaorchid taf- Yacht wore a light blue and died in Grand Rapids Saturday < It you missed mi opportunity to and returned two hours ktes.
By BID Better
feta gown with a double net em- white nylon dress with matching afternoon. The Brueken moved have your chest x-rayed last FebLC HAVRE — We arrived at
broidered overskirt and a taffeta accessories.They will live at 131 from Holland about 20 yean ago. ruary you will bt able to have this
in
Jacket. She wore matching mitts West l&h ‘
I JO pjn. by boat train from Paris. Fimeral Rites Tuesday
The Rev. George Critter, for- service performed free of charge
mer pastor of Ninth Street this week by. the sisame mobile onH
There were 16 oars on our train For Mrs. W. Willufs
t
KALAMAZOO (Spedal)-Three
Christian Reformed Church, offi- of the Michigan Departs**
had aU were filled. Many people
out of Holland’s four entries in
ciated and burial was in Graaf- Health.
SAUGATUCK
(Special) -Mrs.
are returning to the United
the boys under 18 division were
•chap Cemetery. Arrangements The unit was opan Wednesday Started
Naomi D. Willing*, 72, wife of knocked right out of the state
States. AU space oa the United
were made by Clarence Mulder at ChrifrCraft Corp. from B am.
William C Willings, died at 1 JO tennis tournament here Monday
f States k taken. ^
Mr. Breuker Is survived by two to 4 p.m. On Thursday, Friday sad
P-tn. Saturday at her home, 755
i GRAND RAVEN <8padal)
as only Bill Japinga survived the
daughters, Mrs. John De Boe and next Monday, it will be open to the
We enjoyed the train ride as the State St, Saugatuck. She had onslaught
Mn. Don Stuepka of Grand Rap- public at City Hall. Hours are noon Hubert Boudreau of HoUand has
weather was cool so that the win- been 111 for sometime. For the
filed a suit in Circuit Court seekHank Vlsscher, Holland’s leadids, and a son, the Rev. John to 8 p.m. on Thursday,I a.m. to
past nine years Mr. and Mrs. ing contender and seeded No. 6 in
. dows were dosed. So we did not
ing 810.000 damages from KenBreuker of Zutphen, and several 5 pm. on Friday, and 1 to 8 pm.
have the dirt and dust as weU as Willings spent the summers in the Junior division, was eliminatneth Van Rbee of Zeeland for ingrandchildren.
uu
muituay. On
v/n Tuesday.
Ai—qny, It
u wfll
wui
on Monday.
the smoke and cinders. Our Saugatuck.They * p e n t the ed in the first round by unseeded
Juries received last Sept 6 when
move to Harrington Coal Go. to
French courier was very interest- winters in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
he wk hit by Van Rhee’s car at
Dennis Walton, 3-6, 6-1, 8-6. Paul
serve industrial firms in that area.
inf as he handles a great number Mrs. Willings was bom Nov. 25,
Ninth St and River Ave. In HolDykema 1953 champion in under 15
The
unit
operated
to
Ottawa
of military people on short trips. 1881 in Chicago and was a memland. Boudreau was walking with
division,was also beaten in the
county this year from Jen. IS to
He had a list of 350 mUitary U.S. ber of the All Saints Church at first round by No. 8 seeded Sandy
Mr. and Mia. George Overway of
Feb. 28. Mora than 5,000 pereons
officers and regulars as well as Saugatuck and the Eastern Star.
Holland. George Overway died of
Weiner of Grosse Pointe, 6-0, 6-2.
took advantage of the service to taJfflea.
some Navy. They were to leave
Survivingbesides the husGeorge
Korol
of HamtramckconHolland city. Ibis week’s schedule
' far Paris tomorrow. He will have band are a sister, Mr*. Frances
PlaintiffaUafia he was a hotis particularlyaimed at those who
two assistants.We had the usual Me Kenzie of Chicago and two tinued the butchering of Holland
pital patient until Sept 96 The
players
by
romping
over
Jim
did not have chest x-rays last winfilling out of forms and three brothers, Norman Duff and Eddeclarationallegea he received a
Teerman, 6-1, 6-0.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ter. It Is for aU persons over 15,
. ticketsfor boarding the ship. That ward Duff of Chicago.
fractured left leg and a permanBut
Japinga,
who
has
been
playTwenty-aix
young
men
from
Ottabut particularlyfor those over 50.
amounted to 12 tor the Butlers.
ing some surprising tennis lately,
wa county will report at the Elks This week’s program is arranged ent scar on hto left hip, also scan
Just finished dinner, a good Amon hto face.
won handily over Ralph Hubbard,
building Wednesday, July 14, at by the Ottawa County Health
erican dinner with plenty of good Card Tournament
lealtfaDeHolBa Brower ef Holland has
6-3, 6-0, of Detroit.
12
JO
pm.
to
kave
for
Detroit
partment which also is earrytag on
cold water to drink. It tasted
This Week at
Highly-regarded Le* Overway
where they will be Inducted into an extensive sodium fluoridepro- fflod suit against Mehtik and
very good.
Shirley Arvidson, seeking $1,000
the armed
\
gram tor children. FluorideclinLe Havre is a large port and
A bridge, canasta and samba of Holland didn’t play a game
Of the total,10 are from Holland. ics have been completed to Mon- which represent! the balance due
there has been considerable build- tournament will open this week Tuesday, but moved into the third
They are Byron V. Aldrich, 566 telto Park school end art currently on a note given to First National
ing of warehouses. They are most- at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club, round of the under 15 boy* competition
anyway.
He
drew
a
firstHoward Ave.; Martin W. Veldhuis, operating hi Zeeland. After the Bank, Oct, 80, 1952, and enly reinforcedconcrete.Many large with all men and women of the
round bye, then won a default
182 West 13th St.; Raymond Ven- Zeeland clinic, the fluoride crew donad by the bank to Brower
cranes are used for handling of all club invited to compete.
from Bill McDonald of Bay City.
der Hulst, route 4; Robert G Over- win move to Beechwood. Separate Oct 8,1958.
types of cargo.
Play in the tournament will be
Commerda! CredR Corp. of
Rog
Plagenhoef
also
drew
a
way, route 1; Russell A. Picard, fluoride elinlcaere held for HolSome lights now, although it is held each week Thursday, imMuskegon has begun a suit ag»hm
first-round
bye
in
the
under
15
Jr.,
180
West
21st
St.;
Jack
D.
•till twilight and a little rain.
land city in Washbtfon school
mediatelyfollowing the weekly
Emmett Brown, route 4, Holland,
Chrispell, route 4; Ernest De
We noticed that the men and family night dinners. The din- division and beat Don Springreeking $97058 plus interest and
Jonge, route 2; Jay J. Kooiker,
women all have on their heavy ners are scheduled at 6 p.m; Play stead. Muskegon champion, 6-2,
costs, representingthe amount
6-1.
Marshall
Elzinga
was
rained
route
2;
Richard
B.
Houtman,
Municipal
Cant
clothes, many fur coats! This is will continue through Sept 2.
due on an auto purchased Oct 10,
out of his scheduled match.
320)6 West 20th St; Kenneth D.
cool for July.
Fine* ia Four
195% from Stake Auto Sales in
Only Holland boy eliminated in
Kragt, route 3.
We have not had time to see if
Grand Haven. The car was reposthe
under
15
bracket
was
Gary
From other points in Ottawa GRAND RAVEN (SpMtal)
our luggage has been placed in
Keller
Taber who ran into tough No. 1
county are Clyde G Morten, route Frederick G Klein, 81, route 2, sessed and sold at public auction,
our room. We will no doubt go to
seeded
Gerald
Dubie
of
Ham3,
Zeeland;Richard G. Ebel and Coopersville, -waa given 48 hours the amount credited to Brown.
the movies. Last evening after aU
Julius Chflhnon of Robinson
tramck and was blanked with two
Cecil S. Long, Grand Haven; Floyd to pay |50 fine and 15.50 costs
day sight-seeing by walking we
township
has filed suit against
love
sets.
R.
Link
and
Vincent
A.
Brown,
* had planned to go to the Passion
when he pleaded guilty in MuniciConklin; Allen G. Bennett and pal Court Tuesday to s charge of Olive J. Ralya, also of Robinson
Play outside at Notre Dame, but
Stanley G Wiewiorm,West Olive; stealing a quantity of fireworks township, seeking $3,000 for inft was not warm enough to sit out.
Hungry Thief Takes
Allen C. Spencer, Coopersville; from the Nelson Baldus service juries received in a tractor-car
The weather man said rain. The
William R. Schilling and Ralph J. station on M-104. Alternative to accident three miles east of 120th
Passion Play is a large, fine proChicken Leg, Meat Loaf
Ave. In Robinson township Oct
Klawiter, Jenison; Wilbur B. Glea- 15 days in Vie county jail
duction by the people from AusMr. and Mrs. Chariss U Roy Tomlinson
2% 1958.
son, Spring Uke.
tria, Oberammergau. There were
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Harold Van Raalte, 20, FOrrys(Bulford photo)
Sheriffsofficer* are looking for
From outside the county are burg, chose to spend 10 days In
many bleachera seats, all right out
Wedding vows were exchanged at the punch bowl were Miss Toni Joseph T. Roossien,Coldwater; the conuty Jail rather than pay
a hungry man who broke Into a
in the open.
Rites Conducted
cottage at Strawberry Point on J Mias Phyllis Jane Frego and Van Bragt and Mrs. Wayne Edward G. Idema and Alton J. Rit- $20 fine and $550 costs after
We saw the celebratedFlea
Spring Lake and took a chicken Charles LeRoy Tomlinson on Fri- Mowery. In the gift room were zema, Grandvilie; Charles H. Ja- pleading guilty Tuesday to _ ForMn.R.Parpt
Market with the many blocks of
leg and a piece of meat loaf from day, June 25f in Grace Episcopal Mrs. Dan Frego and Miss Beverly ger, Byron Center; Henry W. Ber- drunk and disorderly charge. He
•hope made of all kinds of canvas
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)
a refrigerator.A loaf cTi
oi bread Church. Parents of the couple are Pershing and In charge of the ens, Paterson, NJ.
and corrugatediron as well as
waa arrested by sheriffs officers
and
a
butcher
knife
nearby
in- Mr. and Mrs. George Frego of 239 guest book was Miss Kay Atwood.
wood. Here again, they were ofin FerrysburgJuly 3. Van Raalte Funeral services for Mrs. Robert
dicated he made himself a sand- West 30th St and Mr. and Mr*. Mrs. Alan Fisher poured.
fering everything for sale. And I
will be serving his terra at the A. Parps, 52, of 1349 Comatock,
L.G. Tomlinson of Alton, HI
wich.
The bride’s mother wore a navy Appeal Board Delays
mean everything.
same time as Duncan Tucker, one St, Man*, who died at her home
The Very Rev. William C. War- sheer nylon dress with white acSaturday evening were held at the
In hi* quest for food, the
It looked quite like Maxwell
Action on Two Requests of four assailants who alleged Grandvilk-Jentoon Congregational
hungry
overlooked some ner officiatedat the double ring cessories and a red rose corsage.
St in Chicago
beat and robbed Van Raalte in a
jewelry and an expensive camera ceremony performed at 7 pm. be-| An aqua shantung dress with
traveled around in the
Tbs Board of Appeals Tuesday fracas at North shore park several dmreh Tuesday. Private serin the house. The culprit entered fore the altar decorated with lace jacket and a corsage of pink
Opera House district where we
night postponed action on two months ago. Tucker was given a vices were held at the home at
by removing a screen in the liv- bouquets of gladioli and candela roses was worn by the groom’s
1:45 pm. The body remained at
•gain found many sidewalk merapplicationsuntil next Monday at 30-day sentence as part of bis
ing room and left by unlocking bra.
mother.
the Kammeraad Funeral Home
probation
before
Circuit
Judge
chants. One person from San
The bridef wearing a ballerina The couple spent their honey- 4 p.m. before the full board.
the back door.
Raymond L. Smith last wedc. until Sunday noon when It waa
Franciscosaid that the way the
The
applications
were
from
the
The cottage, owned by Harold gown of white organza with eye- moon at .a resort on Lake Michiremoved to the family home.
dogs were scratching would lead
Uevense Agency to construct an Tucker, however, to allowed
Mrs. John K. Von Lockum, Jr.
Moiling* of Grand Rapids, was let lace bodice and a shoulder gan. They will reside it Hotel
visitors other than his relatives. Burial was in Roaedak Memorial
ene to believe that there were
I Mr. and Mr*. Charles E. Keller rented to A.T. V*n Duren of Ft length veil of white Illusion, was Pickwick,Kansas City, Mo., for office building on Michigan Ave.
Harry Gray, 21, and Chariss Park Cemetery. Services were in
fleas.
attended by her sisters, Mrs. JD. the summer and after Sept 1 win near 25th St, and one from Walter Riker, 18, both of Lansing, both
charge of the Rev. James J. De
The Normandy country is filled of Sleepy Eye, Mlniu, announce Lauderdale.Fla.
Anderson, Muskegon, 'to build e
Shinabarger as matron of honor live in Chicago.
paid $25 fine and $550 eosta Kraker.
with grain and fruit and many the marriage of their daughter,
gasoline
station
on
River
Ave.
near
and Mrs. Robert , Harper as
Von Lackum,
Gray on a disorderly charge and
The bride, a graduate of HolMrs. Parps was bora Vedta 1*
herd of cattle, but our courier said Joyce, to John
Two Given Joil Terms
bridesmaid.They wore Identical land High School, was employed 13th St
Riker for possession of beer, Walcott Feb. 23, 1902 In Wright
the French working people cannot Jr., son of Dr. and Mrs. J. K. Von
Approved was the request of
taffeta dresses In pink and blue
Lackum of Cedar Rapid*, Iowa.
afford the beef .
On Tipsy Driving Counts with full nylon net overskirts. as a stenographer at Weller Henry Hekman to build a home at They were arrested by sheriffs townshipwhere she had lived all
The
ceremony
took
place
bf
the
officers July 4 while riding
Nurseries. The groom* was gradOne wonders just what the real
her life. On August % 1922, she
67 East 29th St Denied was an Washington St
•nswer is to all our world pro- EvangelicalUnited Brethren Two persons were given jail The bride wore a pearl necklace uated from Alton High School
married Mr. Parps. She was a
application
from
Mrs.
Anthony
gift of the groom, and carried a and received a bachelor of science
Church In Sleepy Eye June 26.
•entences after pleading guilty to
Skutnik to urn building * the rear
Mrs. Von Lackum formerly was tipsy driving charges while a third colonial bouquet of gardenias, degree at the Unversityof MisChurch, the
Ptstaister Reports
a physical educationteacher at entered a not guilty plea to a white daisies and roses on nylon souri. He served In the United of 234 Wart 13th St m a barber
Ladies Aid, the Ottawa Grange
shop.
Mttmiit Injured
Holland High School before going similar count before Municipal net. Her attendants carried simi- States Signal Corns for three
Business Increase
and was very active In
,
lar bouquets.
The Fire District Board apHarold Woltman, 209 South to Pamoija, Calif., to teach.
yean. He waa employed as manaCourt Judge Cornelius vander
Postmaster Harry Kramer _
proved
requests
of
John
Drain
to
120th St, was treated for cuts
Donald
Frego,
brother
of
the
After a Michigan honeymoon, Meulen Tuesday.
ger of a training program for the
day reported an increase in total
bride, was best man and J.D.
and bruise* Friday received when the couple are making their
American Telephone and Tele- build an addition to bis house at postal receipts,both for tbs National fbundatkm for 1
Pleading guilty were William
301 East Seventh St, end from
he was thrown from his car after at 415 South Fifth Avr, Ann ArShinabargerand Robert Harper graph Co.
37, Orchad Lake Rd., and
month of June and for the sixseated the guests.
a collision with one driven by bor, where Mr. Von Lackum is Toivola,
The bride’s parents entertain- Fred Stani to erect a two-stall month period through June 8a
Gerald Tuxford, 55, route X. They
Gilbert Lamar, route 1, at 120th finishing law school at the UniOrgan music was provided by ed the bridal party and ‘the
rago * 144 FairbanksAve.
received Identicalfines of $109.70
Tbtsl receipts from Jan 1 Mr*.
Mrs. Leonard Kuite. Soloist was
St and Diekema Ave. Damage to versity of Michigan. They will
through June 80
and three day Jafl terms phis an Mrs. Lester Schaap who sang groom’s parents at their home
Lamar’s *49 model car was esti- make their home in Cedar Rapids
$199,556,or an tocreara * 2
" onal 30 days if the fines JT^Lord’s Prayer” and “Ave following rehearsal
mated at f 500 and to Woltman’s in the-falL
not paid.: />
a tree withe
David Lee Rice, 20, Grand Ha70 guests was
said. Lamar was issued
noi guilty and July
Legion Club
to yield the
Frego serving as
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GAMES GALORE — fnparioq for ffc* Ta^dof opaafag
Of lb* Stunner PJoyechooJ or# lb# leoders oi the pro-

Inn Iforaboinr. Ion lot. Ion Wofdh, Mrs.
tebora AnhoHot and Mrs. Ustor Dumas.

CAR TOTAL LOSS-tA rackless driving chorga
was filed Friday against Ted Nichols,
17, of 330 West 13th St. following an accident

(Penna-Satphoto)

with a 1939 model car (above). Nichols pleaded

/on Moron.

gram. Tbw an: (Mt to right) Mrs. CJorenc# Wagon,
Mrs. Carroll Norlia. Carroll Karlin, RoaoaUoo Director

on a diagonal across property
between 14th St. and Harrison Ave., neoding
Northeast. He hit a concrete abutment, went
up in the air, and came down firmly wedged
between two abutments.Nichols fled theicene
and was arrested Friday. It took several
men working with a wrecker and crane two
hours to remove the cor which police said was

,

guilty to the charge before Municipal Court

Kids on Your Nerves?
Send 'Em to Playschool

Judge Cornelius vander Meulen. He was fined
$64.70 or 30 days and an additional 20-day
jail term was suspended when Nichols surrendered his driver's license. Nichols was
driving the car, owned by Dick Ross of 325

George Zuyerink

TTM

I.

a total loss.
(Sentinel photo)

Day Scheduled

Most Hollanders have a better- writer for the Chicago Tribune, for
than-average
share of civic pride, her article last Sunday on "Guess
place; to reflect sadly that one
and it makes us feel “purty good” Where We’U Drive on the Holiday
for many Holland mothers— a
could have done it right in 20 minwhen others recognize some of the Weekend.”Yes, Holland, of
utes; and, as things turned out one
partial '‘freedom,”that is.
.
nice things about Holland.
With
a
rather
timely
announcehas
had
to
spend
two
days
to
find
That’s the day Holland's SumThe
article Involveswhat to wear
So.
today
our
hats
are
tipped
to
mer Playschool opens and it will ment the Holland Flying Dutch- why it has taken three weeks for
Tina Proctor, artist and fashion on the 3tt-hour drive, and a runmen Boosters
today issued somebody else to do If wrong.”
take almost 1,500 children from final plans for a "George Zuver3 to 12 off their mothers’ hands ink Day.”
Zuverink reached his pitching
five mornings a week for the
peak
Monday by flinginga threenext four
t
hitter as the Detroit Tigers nip"We’re not running a nursery
ped the league-leading Geveland
school though,”said Recreation Indians, 1-0.
Director Joe Moran. "But at least
Ceremonieshave definitely been
there'sno excuse for any kid say- scheduled for next Monday before
ing he hasn't got something to the Dutchman - Cedar Springf
do.”
Southwest Michigan league game
Tuesday

had done

was “Freedom Day”

Holiday by

it oneself in the

first

Gub

course!

Paint Spraying

Gub

Racket

Hahed

GRAND HAVEN

(SpeciaD-The

paint spraying racket which operated in Ottawa county a few days
this week was all over today, and
the persons involved were far, far
away, perhaps never to return.
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek took
Into custody two 16-year-oldboys
from Frankfort, Ky., and two

—

THE WINNERS

ToamaaMf DirectorDare Moran presents the under 15
Orerwaf (standing motor) for winning the Southwest Michigan Closed Boyn Ttonif TournarntnlJune 30. Oeerway beat

trophy to Holland's Los

another Holland netter. Bog Nagonhoot (standing right), 44, 74. 61. Kneelbg at left t the under 13 champ. Muskegon'sLoo Vandorstelt. who conquered Jack Damson (kneeling right) in tho finals. 14. 34. 6-1,

ning commentary of points of in- are close friends of Mr. and Mrs.
terest on the shore route, the fruit- Sylvester Paulus, and have be^n
lands and fields, climaxed by one guests at the inn three or, four
of the most beautifulspots in the times. The Chicago couple plans to
country, Holland, Mich., and a trip spend two weeks here later.
through the woods to Waukazoo,
full of untouchedbeauty in which
Americans purchased just under
one can feel the spirit of Indians 333,000,000,000 of new life insurwho inhabited it before Holland ance last year, and 88,000,000polwas fcAinded.
icy-holders now own about $275,Miss Proctor end her husband ward In a minute.
,

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory

weeks.

The Pay-groundoperates from at RiverviewPark, Booster Gub
Negro boys in the Marne area four school centers around the President Gabe Kuite said this
Friday afternoon, after receiving a
complaint that the crew had painted the home of a Wright township
widow, charging her |7A5 per gallon for the 113 gallons of “paint

dty and two adult directors and morning.
two junior assistantshaiidlq the
Mayor Harry Harrington will
300 to 400 children that attended introduce Zuverink,who will be
sessions at each center.
home for a couple of days because
Directing the program this of the break for the All-Star
year are Mrs. Clarence Wagner Game which will be played in
used. . .1
In the course of the investiga- and Russ Hornbaker at Washing Geveland Tuesday. Time of the
tion, It was learned that there ton School Mr. and Mrs. Carroll ceremoniesis 7:40 with the game
were six to eight such rigs in Norlin at Van Raalte School Ron scheduled to start at 8.
operation in the area, but that Bos and Mrs. Lester Dumas at
Also on hand for their share of
most work had been done in Alle- LongfellowSchool and Russ the honors will be Zuverink’s pargan county, mostly on bams. Each Welch and Mrs. Barbara Ara- ents, Mr. and Mrs. George B.
rig was manned by one white boy bellas at Lincoln School
Zuverinkof 266 Lincoln Ave^ and
Actually there's no age limit his wife. and one Negro boy. The white boys
acted as salesmen and the Negro for the playschool But Moran
Kuite said that most of Holsaid that the majority qf the chil- land’s service and social clubs are
boys did the work.
The foursome was released at dren are in the 3 to 12 age group. promoting the fete along with the
6 p.m. on orders of Prosecutor “Just so they’re able to take care Chamber of Commerce and the
James W, Bussard who said no of themselves,” he explained.
American Legion.
Activities include an extreme- Zuverinkwill be presented with
complaintwas signed in Ottawa
county and no money had ex- ly wide range of subjects— all the
few nice gifts, according to
changed hands. It was learned way from ceramics and handi- Kuite, and donations are currently
later that all the other crews has- craft to horseshoes and baton being accepted for these gifts.
tily left the area after receiving twirling. Other games on the
Tickets for the ceremony and
“hurry-up’' calls to go home. It agenda are badminton, table game are available at the fire
would have been extremelydiffi tennis, tin can golf, softball, stations, sporting goods stores and
cult to establish identification in a jacks, zellbaU, croquet, volleyball from members of the Booster
court case, since all the Negro and track.’
Gub or any of the organizations
A typical day at the play- promotingthe event
boys looked alike, and all sprayed
school starts at 9 a m. when the
With their own ^very paint
The crews used a mixture of directors gather their flocks and
fuel oil, an asphalt base and pow- organize the morning’s activities.
dered aluminum in their work. At 9:15 organizedgames start
Vanderbeek said K would cost and there is a story hour for the
about 40 cents a gallon. The only smaller children. At 10:30 the
handicraft begins and school is
possible use for the mixture could
This gem on “So You Want to
be on a metal roof to serve as a dismissed at 11:45.
"We have kind of a floating Be an Executive” found its way to
reflector. It could not be used satpopulation,”Moran said. “A the desk of Fred Burd, local hospiisfactorily on wood.
The crews operated mostly Wd might not show up for tal director. He got a laugh out of
among scattered homes in back' whole week. But that doesn’t it. So did we. So will you, if you
bother us— the program is set up can manage to get through it.
roads where traffic was at mini"As nearly everyone knows, an
constantly
mum. After the boys were releas- to accomodate
changing number.”
executive has practically nothing
ed Friday, it was learned that they
He explained that a particular to do except to decide what is to
had done many jobs in Allegan
child might become interested be done; to tell somebody to do
area. One man said his bam lookin a certain spit such as soft- it, to listen to reasons why it
ed pretty good first, but after last
ball and decide to spend the en- should not be done, why it should
night’srain it looked pretty bad.
tire morning at it "We don’t dis- be done by someone else, or why
He paid 1125.
courage that, either,” he said. it should be done in a different
The equipment used by the crews
This year a few girl’s softball way, to follow up to see if the
was an orchard spray rig.
teams will be formed during the thing has been done, to discover
four weeks— a new idea, accord that it has not, to inquire why, to
Car DemoEsiied When
ing to Moran. He said that the listen to excuses from the person
smaller children would be given who should have done it, to follow
It Hitt Tree, Rolls Over
a project of some kind nearly up again to see if the thing has
A car driven by Gordon Van every day— "somethingthey can been done, only to discover that it
Herwyn, 19, of 60 East 16th St., take home with them.
has been done incorrectly, to point
was demolished when it struck a
Many of the children will have out how it should have been done,
tree and turned over Sunday after- the privilegeof seeing themselves to conclude that as long as it has
noon on a road north from the in action. Moran plans to show been done, it may as well be left
Castle Park Rd., near Holt’s Lake. a 400-foot film taken last year at where It is; to wonder if it is not
Van Herwyn and a passenger, the playschool
time to get rid Of a person who
Glenn Nyland of Holland, were
cannot do a thing right, to reflect
released after treatment for inA warm-bloodedanimal keeps
that he probably has a wife and a
juries at the hospital
blood temperature which is the large family and that certainly
Deputy Henry Bouwman, who same from season to season, but any successor would be just as
Investigated,said the ’49 model a cold-blooded animal changes its bad, and maybe worse, to consider
car came to a sharp curve and temperature with change of the how much simpler and better the
was going too fast
weather.
thing would have been done if one
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